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ABSTRACT 
The investigation conducted for this thesis 
demonstrated! the feasibility of using a network of 
microcomputers to create an information and control 
system for testing friction nroducts-. 
An efficient way of evaluating experimental products 
offers the possibility of finding a less expensive way to 
make a better product. It is likely that this can have a 
favorable impact on a company's bottom line. 
The thesis discusses the reasoning behind and the 
necessity for testing, and examines some drawbacks to the 
current means of testing friction products. The charac- 
teristics of an efficient testing system are discussed 
and this thesis system is proposed to demonstrate how a 
network of microcomputers could be used to improve upon 
traditional' methods. 
Automotive brake pads were used as an item repre- 
sentative of friction products, in order to test the 
feasibility of this concept. An information and control 
system was designed and implemented for use in testing 
this type of friction product. The system was designed 
with special: routines to create and modify brake test 
programs, to execute brake tests and gather data, and to 
report on test data. The system design, hardware 
configuration,  and software design are discussed and a 
l 
detailed description of system operation is provided. 
1,: INTRODUCTION' 
To produce a brake pad, brass, barytes, inert 
fibrous material, phenolic resins, and other Ingredients 
are combined according to a formula. This mixture is 
first molded, then heated and pressed into a pad. The 
selection and amount of ingredients used In the mixture 
can be varied to achieve different product charac- 
teristics. Product variation can also be achieved by 
changing the pressure, heat, and timing of the pressing 
process. 
The brake pad designer plans a friction product by 
specifying the material composition and pressing opera- 
tion parameters. The characteristics the friction 
product shoul:d have depend on the intended use of the 
product. Some of the characteristics which are of 
concern to the designer are: 
1. Coefficient of frictions the effectivenes of 
the friction material when used to generate a 
stopping force. A brake pad is usually 
designed to have a coefficient of friction 
somewhere between 0.2 and 0,6 depending on its 
application. In general a brake pad with a 
very high coefficient of friction would be 
excessively sensitive or erratic and would 
have poor wear characteristics. A pad with a 
very low coefficient of friction might wear 
very well, but would reguire excessive force 
to stop something. 
2. Lining wear: the rate at which the friction 
product wears out as it Is used. All friction 
products are designed to wear out so that the 
braking surface will maintain its coefficient 
of friction. The wear rate must be controlled 
so that it is not so great that the brake pads 
must be constantly replaced by the customer 
nor so slow that the brake pads require 
excessive force to provide a stopping action. 
Slow wearing brakes may also score the drum or 
rotor, or make noise, 
3. Rotor wear - the rate at which the friction 
product wears out the material it is contact- 
ing. The material which the friction material 
is rubbing against is often more expensive 
than the friction product. It is important to 
the designer to keep this type of wear to a 
minimum. 
4. Operating temperature - the temperature of the 
friction material when in use. Different 
brake pads will heat up and dissipate heat at 
different rates. Because the Coefficient of 
friction of a brake pad will vary with its 
temperature, the designer is interested in how 
the brake pad heats and cools under various 
operating conditions. 
5. Build up - the.tendency for a brake pad to 
have ah increase In coefficient of friction as 
the temperature increases or rises above some 
critical: point. 
6. Fade - the tendency for a friction material to 
have a decrease in coefficient of friction as 
the temperature increases or rises above some 
critical: point. 
7. Recovery - the tendency for a pad which has 
faded to regain Its coefficient of friction 
once it has cooled down. 
8. Noise - the tendency for a friction material 
to make a squealing noise when applied. 
It would be beneficial if the brake pad designer 
could analytically determine the optimal formula in terms 
of cost and desired operating characteristics for any 
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friction product.   Unfortunately this is generally not 
possible. 
The variables' involved in designing a friction 
product are considerable. For instance, in creating an 
automobile brake pad, the selection of mixture in- 
gredients and their proportions are variable as are all 
the process parameters (pressure, temperature, number of 
ventings, and timing) used to create the pad. On top of 
this, the size of« the pad, the design of the brake 
caliper, and the type of duty the pad will experience 
will all effect the operating characteristics. 
From past experience and through knowledge of 
chemistry and mechanical physics, the designer knows that 
certain formulas will generally cause a friction product 
to exhibit desired characteristics. However, it is only 
by making and testing a product that the designer can 
determine how effectively a friction product will meet a 
set of specifications. 
The methods currently used for testing friction 
products have some drawbacks. The following Chapters 
investigate the potential for increased brake testing 
effectiveness, through the use of ah information control 
system based on a' network of microcomputers. 
2.: PROBLEM: DEFINITION 
The problem addressed In this thesis is to determine 
the feasibility of a system which would enable laboratory 
engineers and brake pad designers to run better and more 
informative experiments. The following points will have 
to be addressed to do this. 
The current method for testing brake pads allows for 
the creation of only simple brake test programs based on 
relay logic. A system which win allow for the develop- 
ment of a wide variety of brake test programs is heeded 
to enable the laboratory engineer to more closely model 
the multitude of operating conditions that a friction 
product will encounter in the real world. Often a system 
with this kind of flexibility becomes very complex. 
Thus, a way is needed to allow the engineer to develop 
these programs in a straightforward way without need for 
extensive training or schooling. 
The current method of testing records data in a way 
which is hard to use to generate information and reports. 
The system should allow for storage and easy retrieval of 
brake test programs. 
A system is needed whereby enhanced control can be 
exercised over the brake test, such as running a constant 
torque cycle, a1 feature which is not currently available. 
All Information garnered from the traditional system 
is* through the use of manual methods with pencil, paper, 
ruler, and calculator. A system Is needed whereby data 
can be collected in a way which allows for easy 
retreival, manipulation, and reduction. The laboratory 
engineer needs a way to quiciely sort through or reduce 
large quantities of data in various ways in order to get 
any type of information required that could possibly be 
had from the existing data. 
All reports from the current system are generated by 
hand. The engineer needs a way to design and generate 
reports quickly and automatically, to be be used for lab 
reports or presentations to management. 
A system which would solve the above problems, would 
greatly increase the amount and quality of testing which 
could be performed by an existing staff of engineers. 
The result would be better product and reduced costs. 
3.: TRADITIONAL: METHODS 
The thesis system demonstrates how a network of 
microcomputers can be used to improve the effectiveness 
of friction product testing by focusing on the testing of 
automotive brake pads. The system is designed to replace 
a' traditional: brake testing system. The system which was 
replaced x in this study was ah automatic test bench 
designed and built in West Germany. 
The traditional brake testing' system consists of a 
controller and a brake testing machine. The controller 
runs the brake testing machine according to a program and 
reports results through the use of two Hewlett Packard 
7128A recorders. Each recorder is capable of drawing two 
lines on a continuously rolling piece of graph paper. 
The controller accepts simple programs through the 
positioning of various knobs and switches and executes 
them using the relays which fill the cabinet. The brake 
testing machine is a 60 hp electrical motor which is used 
to simulate the turning axle of a car. Different brake 
assemblies Ccaliper, drum or disk, brake pad) can be 
installed on the motor shaft. A system of pressurized 
air actuates a hydraulic brake cylinder. The air 
pressure is regulated to simulate a driver applying 
pressure to ah automobile brake pedal. The hydraulic 
system is used to actually apply the brake and is similar 
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to the system that would be found In a car. 
When a brake pad test Is oerformed, It usually falls 
Into one of' two categories. Tt Is either a performace 
test or a wear test. A performance test Is concerned 
primarily with determining the brake pad's coefficient of 
friction at some given application pressure. Tempera- 
ture, fade, build up, and noise are other characteristics 
of Interest. A wear test is concerned primarily with 
determining levels of rotor and liningCbrake pad) wear. 
Wear tests can last for days over which time the brake is 
applied thousands of times. 
A brake test program is set up in cycles. A cycle 
Is' a set of applications of the brake. All applications 
within the cycle are of common duration as are the time 
intervals between applications. 
The traditional controller is capable of executing a 
test of limited number of unique cycles based on its five 
counters. All cycles are run at a constant pressure 
which is set manually by the machine operator. The 
controller also has some limited logic based on control 
temperatures. The controller can perform the first cycle 
until a given temperature is reached. It can then cool 
down to another programmed temperature before beginning 
the next cycle. It can do this before starting any cycle 
or repeating any cycle. 
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As the test runs, the controller records torque 
pressure and temperature readings on chart paper as 
continuous lines. 
In order to generate information on the test, the 
laboratory engineer must visually inspect the graph and 
physically measure the heights of the various curves. 
The data is then recorded In numerical form manually on 
paper. To determine the average torque and coefficient 
of friction, the engineer must calculate the areas under 
the curves for the various applications using ruler and 
calculator. All: summary reports and all summary graphs 
are written and plotted by hand based on the numerical 
data measured from the recorder charts. 
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4.: SYSTEM DESIGN' 
The thesis system was designed to improve upon the 
traditional system by meeting many of the criteria 
mentioned in chapter 2. The system consists of a network 
of microcomputers with a host system and a number of 
nodes. The host system has hard disk storage and 
communicates to the user through a CRT terminal. The 
nodes consist of microcomputers, brake testing machines, 
and interface hardware. 
The system is designed to be flexible. In order to 
allow a user to design a unique and sometimes complex 
brake pad testing program, the use of a computer is 
necessary. Only a computer can handle the large amount 
of machine logic necessary to create, save, and execute a 
wide variety of' complex programs. A computer is some- 
times more cost effective than relay logic, even on 
simple programming applications. 
If the goal of the system were to provide the 
maximum amount of flexibility, the ideal situation would 
be to buy a' compiler for some high level language, such 
a'S' FORTRAN, and let the users write a program every time 
they wanted to perform a test or write a report. This 
would, however, be very time consuming and would require 
special skills and knowledge. 
In order to achieve all of the goals set in Chapter 
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2 
2  a. collection of FORTRAN  programs were written and 
assembled Into five major groups which are refered to as 
system routines.   The system routines were written and 
compiled on the host computer and are stored on  one of 
the hard disk: drives.  The routines1 provide the means of 
performing all! of  the functions  associated with the 
testing  of'  brake  pads.   in order to allow for 
flexibility, some of the routines  are designed  to act 
lilce a compiler,  editor,  and application program all 
rolled into one.  Unlike the case  of  the user  writing 
their own FORTRAN programs,  the  system routines are 
designed specifically for  brake  testing and reporting 
functions.   The routines are designed so that it is not 
necessary for the user to understand the rules or  syntax 
of a computer language.  The user is guided through the 
routines by prompting or menus at all: times.   In some 
cases,  the menu  Is  fixed  in the top one third of the 
screen and the user can write lines of code In the bottom 
two thirds. 
At some point in time  in  all  the routines,  the 
user's input is checked for typing errors and logical 
errors if applicable.  The system routines are  designed 
to' handle just about any type of input to any prompt for 
data, without returning control to the operating system. 
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This  way the user can make a mistake at any point in the 
routine and be able to correct the error and continue. 
The system was designed to perform five basic 
functions'.  They are as follows: 
1. Brake test program development and storage, 
2. Modification of existing brake test programs, 
3. Execution and control of brake test programs. 
4. Collection and storaae of brake test data. 
5. Generation of reports, statistics, and graphs. 
The Create routine is one of the system routines and 
its main purpose is to work with a laboratory engineer in 
order to create a brake test program. The Create routine 
is' designed to accept brake programming instructions in 
two phases. Phase one is a listing of Sequence Lines, 
which represent all the possible parameters which can be 
set for a given cycle of the brake test machine. Phase 
two is a listing of Iteration Lines, which are instruc- 
tions on how the Sequence lines are to be arranged, 
combined, and scheduled for execution. 
The routine is= designed to check all code written by 
the user for syntax and logical errors. It is not 
possible for the user to write a brake test program which 
will' not run. However, it is possible for the user to 
write a very unusual test program which will yield 
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worthless test results. This is because the system is 
designed to allow the user to make the brake test machine 
do anything he or she wants as long as the machine is 
physically capable of doing it. 
The Create routine also utilizes fully prompted 
editors, which the user can access at will in order to 
insert, delete, or change any brake test program lines. 
Once the brake test program is completed, the 
routine will: write the program onto one of the system 
disks where it will be available for test execution at 
any time. It is possible to store many brake test 
programs on one disk. The number depends on the size of 
the programs and on the amount of test data stored on the 
disk. 
Another system routine similar to the Create routine 
is' the Modify routine. The Modify routine works like the 
Create routine except that it looks for a brake test 
program reguested by the user and uses the program as a 
starting point. The user then makes changes to the 
program ln> order to create a new one. This routine 
allows a user to create a program similar to one which 
had been written at an earlier time without having to 
rewrite the whole program. 
The Run routine is the system routine used to 
execute a brake test program.  The routine searches the 
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disk: for a particular brake test program at the user's 
request. The routine loads a special control program 
into the controller at the brake test machine to be used 
for the test. The routine then checks with the con- 
troller to make sure that all the hardware Is ready to 
go. The controller and the Run routine in the host 
communicate back and forth throughout the test. The host 
passes parameters to the controller in their proper 
order. The controller executes an application of the 
brake according to these parameters and sends back data 
after each application. The host checks the data coming 
back to see if everything is functioning at the con- 
troller. If the data meets predefined criteria, the host 
sends back ah acknowledgement and the controller does 
another application. In the meantime, the host is 
storing the data' in a test data file on one of the system 
disks. ht some point, the controller will indicate that 
it is finished with a cycle of the brake test, and the 
host will send it another list or parameters for the next 
cycle or end the test If the program is finished. 
Once a test has been completed and a test data file 
exists on disk, that file can be accessed for reporting 
purposes. 
The Report routine is a system routine which is used 
to generate information from the data.   The routine 
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performs two major functions, plotting graphs and 
generating tables. The routine creates plots or tables 
of detailed test data or summary test data. Detail test 
data' consists of the maximum, minimum, and average values 
for all instrument readings for every application of the 
brake. Summary data is statistics for maximum, minimum, 
average maximum per application, average minimum per 
application, and average values for each cycle of the 
brake test. 
The Report- routine provides matrix menus from which 
the user chooses sets of data to be plotted or listed in 
a: table. The user is given the flexibility to arrange 
and include data in whatever way is desired. 
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5.: SYSTEM HARDWARE 
The  brake  pad testing system is a small network of 
Digital Equipment Corporation  (DEC)  microcomputers  and 
peripherals.   The  network has  a host  system which 
consists of a DEC LSI 11/23 CPU  with an RSX-11M operating 
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system  and two RL0.2 20 megabyte hard disk drives.   The 
host system uses  a VT-125 graphics CRT terminal for 
communications with the host and an LA-100 RA Let- 
terprinter terminal for hardcopy output. 
The nework consists of a number of nodes. (The 
thesis system has only one node initially, but will be 
expanded to include others). Each node of the system 
consists of ah LSI 11/23 CPU with an analog to digital 
(A/D) and digital to analog (D/A) converter and a brake 
test machine. The machine consists of a 60 hp motor, 
brake rotor, caliper, brake pad, air and hydraulic 
systems, and control and data gathering hardware. 
The system, is designed so that any node of the 
network can be separated from the network. The brake 
testing machine can be connected back to the original 
controller (see Chapter 3) if desired. 
HARDWARE SELECTION! 
The system eguipment was selected based on a number 
of considerations.   When designing a technologically 
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advanced system such as  the  thesis system, there Is 
always the risk: that It win not work.   One  of  the 
primary  goals  has< to be to Keen this risk to a minimum. 
The DEC equipment was selected with this in mind.   The 
author  and  his  advisors were already familiar with DEC 
equipment thereby minimizing any confusion which may have 
resulted had different hardware and  software  been 
selected.  DEC offers a wide range of peripheral hardware 
which  allows  the  system  to  be composed mostly of DEC 
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equipment .  This has an advantage: if there are hardware 
or: compatibilly problems, they can be handled and cor- 
rected by one organization. It is also desirable to buy 
equipment from a firm with a large geographically dis- 
persed maintenance organization so that the system is 
never in danger of going down for long periods of time. 
The LSI 11/23 was selected for its ability to handle 
a: flexible operating system (RSX-11M) and a FORTRAN 
compiler. With the RSX-11M operating system, the 11/23 
can handle program development, reporting, and test 
execution all: at the same time. The processor is 
powerful enough and the basic memory is large enough to 
easily handle the brake test system programs, and the 
cost is low enough to use it in this- application. 
The RL02 disk drives are used for system storage. 
One RL02 is  used to hold the RSX-11M operating system, 
lfl 
the FORTRAN 77 compiler,  and  the brake test system 
software.  The other drive is used to hold brake test 
programs  and  brake test results.  The disk pack holding 
the test results will fill up from time  to  time.   The 
pack will be removed and stored, and a new pack Installed 
as needed.  Eventually, a library of test results will be 
stored  on  disk packs, any of which can be loaded at any 
time to generate reports and graphs. 
Users communicate with  the  system through  a DEC 
VT125 graphics  terminal.   The terminal  is used as a 
regular terminal for workinq with RSX-11M, writing brake 
test programs,  and executing brake tests.  The system 
routines to generate reports and graphs use the graphics 
capabilities  of the terminal in conjuction with RGL/FEP, 
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a graphics software library sold by DEC .  The reporting 
routine uses  the  graphics capability for user designed 
plots of test data and statistics. 
A DEC LA-100 RA Letterprinter, recieve only ter- 
minal1, is used for hardcopy output from the system. The 
Letterprinter is a dot matrix printer. The printer uses 
a low density, high speed format for draft quality output 
such as program listings and test result reports. A high 
density, low speed format is used for generating hardcopy 
of graphs. 
DEC LSI. 11/23 CPU's are also used for the network 
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nodes. A node however, has no permanent memory and uses 
no operating system. Programs and instructions are down 
loaded from the host computer when a brake test is to be 
performed at a particular node. 
A/D and D/A converters are used at the nodes to send 
control information to reaulate pressure valves for 
applying the brake and to collect data from the ther- 
mocouples and torque and pressure transducers. The 
network nodes are connected to the host computer through 
serial lines at 9600 baud. For a system hardware listing 
and configuration the reader is referred to appendix A. 
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6.: SYSTEM SOFTWARE' DESIGN AMD FUNCTION 
BRAKE TEST PROGRAMMING 
The system Is designed to allow an engineer in the 
brake testing' laboratory to design and program a brake 
test which will meet the requirements of a particular 
experiment. Brake test programs can be saved for future 
use and can be modified to create new programs if so 
desired. 
When a user designs and programs a brake test 
program, he or she is creating an algorithm which can 
vary in complexity depending on the requirements of the 
experiment. The algorithm is required at a later point 
in time to actually control the running of a brake test 
and to gather data from the test. 
Brake test programs can be created in two different 
ways. The program can be either written from scratch or 
ah existing program can be recalled from a disk file on 
the system and modified to create a new program. An 
existing test program in a file is one which was written 
by a laboratory engineer at some previous time and 
stored. When the user creates a program by using an 
existing program as- a base, the existing program Is not 
destroyed or altered in any way. The modification 
becomes a new and separate program of its own. 
7.1 
B'RAKE! TEST PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS 
Sequence Lines 
The brake test program consists' of a number of lines 
of code. The basic building block of the program is 
called a: Sequence Line. A Sequence Line represents one 
cycle of the brake testina machine. A cycle on the 
thesis system consists of one or more applications of the 
brake where the applications are controlled by a common 
set of instructions. A Sequence Line is this common set 
of instructions. These lines are designed and written by 
the user, by using the Create or Modify routines. A 
Sequence Line consists of thirteen parameters. Some 
parameters have numerical values, while others require a 
code. 
Once a' Sequence Line has been specified, (see 
Chapter 7 for procedure) it represents instructions to 
the system which Indicate how one or more physical 
applications of the brake should be administered. Pres- 
sure, torque, temperature, and timing are all examples of 
parameters which will be monitored and/or controlled by 
the Sequence Line intructlons. If the Sequence Line 
represents more than one application of the brake, all of 
the applications which are covered by a particular 
Sequence Line intruction win be controlled and monitored 
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in the same way. For example, if the Sequence Line calls 
for a constant torque of five newton meters and ten 
applications of the brake, then all ten applications will 
be made a:t five newton meters. Similarly, all other 
applicable parameters such as timing and temperature will 
be the same for the ten applications (For more detail on 
parameters see Chapter 7). 
Iteration Lines' 
A brake test program can consist of between one and 
two hundred Sequence Lines. Tn order to make programming 
easier and more flexible, the system uses another kind of 
programming line called an "Iteration Line". The Itera- 
tion Line is used to indicate how often and in what order 
Sequence Lines should be performed. For example, if a 
brake test program consists of three Sequence Lines which 
appear ten times throughout the brake test program, the 
user can either type thirty Sequence Lines or type three 
lines plus one Iteration Line telling the system to 
repeat the three-lines ten times. This feature lets the 
system do most of the typing instead of the user. 
Iteration Lines are important in another way. Se- 
quence Lines do not necessarily have to be performed just 
because they have been typed into the test program. If 
there is no Iteration Line which specifies that a given 
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Sequence Line should be performed, then that Sequence 
Line will not be part of the actual brake test when it Is 
run. 
A user could thus enter a number of different 
Sequence Lines into a brake test program with the purpose 
of creating many different programs based on that one 
original program. This could be accomplished by modify- 
ing the Iteration Lines from the original program. 
SYSTEM MODULES' FOR BRAKE TEST PROGRAMMING 
To create or modify a brake test program, the user 
runs a system routine to create a brake test (For 
detailed Instructions see Chapter 7). The system program 
will proceed through a number of modules in order to 
allow the user to create a brake test program. These 
modules perform various functions for the user and will 
be refered to as "modes". The system program interacts 
with the user, requesting Information as it needs It. 
The system will sometimes automatically switch from one 
mode to another. At other times, the system will switch 
modes at the request of the user. The purpose and usage 
of these modes as they pertain to the creation of a brake 
pad testing program are described below. 
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Sequence Line Input Mode 
One of the first modes the user will interact with 
is' the Sequence Line Input Mode. This system module 
allows the user to enter Sequence Line parameters. The 
system enters this mode automatically near the beginning 
of the session. The system provides' a chart or menu from 
which the user can choose parameters. The user then 
types parameters one Sequence Line at a time. The user 
can continue to enter Sequence Lines until he or she 
wishes to exit from the Sequence Line Input Mode. 
Error Checking. Mode 
Error Checking Mode checks the Sequence Lines for 
errors. The module is designed to catch errors which 
would cause problems at a later point when the user tries 
to run the brake test program. The module checks to see 
that the user does not try to specify physically impos- 
sible test parameters. It also checks for parameters 
which are possible, but are likely to cause problems, and 
it checks for typing errors. 
Error Checking Mode is entered automatically after 
every Sequence Line the user types. It checks the line 
for errors. If it finds fatal errors (errors which must 
be corrected), the module automatically prints error 
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messages after which it enters Error Correcting Mode. If 
the Sequence Line contains likely problems Cnon-fatal 
errors), Error Mode generates warning messages after 
which the user is returned to sequence Line Input Mode. 
If the Sequence Line contains no errors or warnings, the 
system automatically returns to Sequence Line Input Mode. 
Error Correcting Mode 
Error Correcting Mode is a' mode which retypes the 
menu of possible parameter values and retypes the Se- 
quence Line which is in error. The user can then correct 
any portion of the line without having to retype the 
whole line. The system automatically transfers control 
back to Error Checking Mode after a correction has been 
made. 
Edit' Mode: 
Edit Mode allows the user to change Sequence Lines 
which have already been typed. In Edit Mode, the user 
can insert", delete, or chanqe any Sequence Line (for 
detailed description see Chanter 7). Edit Mode is 
entered only on command from the user. The user remains 
in Edit Mode until he or she chooses to exit from that 
module. At that time, the user is returned to Sequence 
Line Input Mode. Whenever a Sequence Line is inserted or 
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changed using Edit Mode, that line is checked by the 
Error Checking Module and sent to the Error Correction 
Module if necessary. 
Iteration Line:Input Mode 
Iteration Line Input Mode allows the user to enter 
Iteration Lines as part of the brake test program. There 
must be at least one Iteration Line, The user can enter 
as- many Iteration Lines as desired. The Iteration Lines 
tell the system in what order and how many times to 
perform the Sequence Lines. 
Iteration Line Error Checking Mode 
This error module is similar to the error checking 
module which checks Sequence Lines. This mode is entered 
automatically evey time an Iteration Line is entered. 
The routine checks to see that the user is not trying to 
iterate or perform Sequence Lines which do not exist, and 
it checks for typing errors. Tf errors are found, the 
system generates error messacies, then wipes out the 
erroneous Iteration Line and returns' the user to Itera- 
tion Input Mode. 
Exit Options From: Iteration Input Mode 
The user may desire to exit from Iteration Input 
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Mode for a' number of reasons. Upon exiting from Input 
Mode the user Is given a number of options. The options 
and the rationale for each follow. 
The user may want to edit one of the Iteration 
Lines. In this- case, the user chooses to enter an edit 
mode which will- allow him or her to delete, insert, or 
replace any one of the Iteration Lines. 
The user may at this point decide that something Is 
not right or something is missing In the Sequence Lines 
which he or she typed earlier. The user may choose to 
return back: to the input Mode for Sequence Lines. The 
system will return to that mode. The user will see all 
the lines typed so far In the Sequence Line Input Mode 
and will be able to start typing more Sequence Lines. 
The system will act the same as it did the first time the 
user entered Sequence Line Input Mode. In other words, 
the Error Checking, Error Correcting, and Edit Modes will 
function In exactly the same way. 
Another reason for exiting the Iteration Line Input 
Mode may be to find out how the Sequence Lines were 
specified. This need may develop due to the fact that 
the user will forget from time to time exactly how the 
Sequence Lines have been specified. The system will 
allow the user to print out on the screen, a copy of all 
the Sequence Lines.  After doing this, the system allows 
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the user to make additional choices. 
Another choice which the user has upon exiting 
Iteration Input Mode is to make a hard copy of the brake 
test program. If the user so chooses, the routine will 
print on the system line printer, all the Sequence Lines 
and Iteration Lines typed by the user thus far. 
Finally, the user has two more choices available. 
He or she can return to Iteration Input Mode or leave 
this section of the system program and continue to finish 
the brake test program. If the user: chooses to leave the 
Iteration Input Section, the system will ask if the brake 
test program is to be saved, if the user answers "YM 
(yes), the system will ask for a program name. The user 
names the brake test program he or she has jjust written, 
and it is then stored on the system disk. 
BRAKE: TEST EXECUTION AND' CONTROL: 
The creation and storage of a brake test program by 
a laboratory engineer is only the first phase of a three 
stage procedure. In the second phase, the engineer will 
want to perform an actual brake test and then in the 
final stage, generate reports based on the brake test 
data. This section addresses the performance or execu- 
tion of a brake test. 
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SYSTEM MODULES' FOR BRAKE TEST EXECUTION AND CONTROL' 
In order to run a brake test, the user must first 
successfully create and store a brake test program. Once 
this has been accomplished, the user may proceed at any 
time to execute the brake test program. This is achieved 
by using the Run routine, the system routine which runs 
brake tests. In a manner similar to the routine to 
create brake test programs, this routine consists of a 
number of modules. The function and purpose of the 
modules are described below. 
File Verification' Mode 
The Run routine works with two kinds of files. The 
first type is a' brake test program file which contains 
the brake test program written by the laboratory en- 
gineer. A brake test program file contains the infor- 
mation that the system needs In order to know how to run 
the brake test. The second tyDe of file is a brake test 
data file. As the system runs the brake test program, 
data such as torque, pressure, temperature, and timing 
are recorded.  This data is stored In that file. 
The File Verification Module allows the user to 
choose a brake test program from storage. The user can 
then name a file to hold the test data. The module makes 
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sure that the brake test program requested by the user 
exists.  It also checks to make sure the name choosen for 
the test data file does not already belong to an existing 
test data file. 
Generate Expanded Test Program Fil». 
After the routine has located a valid brake test 
program, it has to perform a number of preliminary tasks 
before a brake test can be executed. One of these tasks 
Involves transforming the user's brake test program Into 
an expanded version. This version is necessary to allow 
the system to feed the user's program to the brake 
machine controller one Sequence Line at a time. 
The system creates this expanded version by reading 
the brake test program from a disk file and then by 
copying the Sequence Lines over and over according to the 
directions given in the Iteration Lines. The expanded 
version is stored on a temporary disk file. The creation 
of this special expanded version is automatic and in- 
visible to the user. 
Preparation oh Brake Test Equipment 
Before the Run routine can execute the brake test, 
it must first make sure that all the test equipment is 
ready for the test. Some of the tasks performed in order 
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to accomplish this are described as follows. 
Initially, the routine has to down-load (send) a 
control program to the brake test machine. There will be 
two brake testing machines so the user is asked to select 
one of them for the test. (This can be expanded to more 
than two machines at a future time if so desired). After 
receiving the selection, the system down-loads (sends) a 
control program into the brake machine controller 
(microcomputer) associated with the selected brake test- 
ing machine. 
Once the program has been down-loaded to the con- 
troller, the Run routine on the host starts the program 
on the controller and attempts to communicate with it. 
The Run routine can send three different kinds of 
messages to the controller which are as follows: 
1. A request for equipment status' 
2. A list of- program parameters 
3. A continue execution command 
The controller always sends messages according to one 
format. The controller sends a list of data collection 
instrument readings (see Figure 6-1) and a code. Test 
Data (1) through Test Data (23) represent data fields in 
the record sent from the controller to the host computer. 
All values in the data fields are for the most  recently 
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Test Data (1)  a Maximum Torque 
Test Data (2)  = Minimum Torque 
Test Data (3)  = Average Torque 
Test Data (4) a Maximum Pressure 
Test Data (5) = Minimum Pressure 
Test Data' (6)  a Average Pressure 
Test Data C7) -  Maximum Inside Brake Temperature 
Test Data' (8)  = Minimum Inside Brake Temperature 
Test Data (9) ~  Average Inside Brake Temperature 
Test Data! (10) a Maximum Outside Brake Temperature 
Test Data (11) a: Minimum Outside Brake Temperature 
Test Data' (12) = Average outside Brake Temperature 
Test Data (13) a Maximum Rotor Hub Temperature 
Test Data (14) a; Minimum Rotor Hub Temperature 
Test Data (15) = Average Rotor Hub Temperature 
Test Data (16) =: Maximum Rotor Edge Temperature 
Test Data (17) =: Minimum Rotor Edge Temperature 
Test Data! (18) a: Average Rotor Edge Temperature 
Test Data (19) a: Maximum Auxi.ll.iary Temperature 
Test Data; (20) a Minimum Auxilllary Temperature 
Test Data (21) = Average Auxilllary Temperature 
Test Data5 (22) a Time of Maximum Torque 
Test Data (23) a Time of Minimum Torque 
Figure 6-1:  Instrument Readings Sent from Controller 
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completed application of the brake. The code provides 
information to the Run routine concerning the status of 
the test. Five different code values are used to 
indicate the following: 
1. The data sent is simply for checking equipment 
status. 
2. The data' sent  is actual  test data  sampled 
during a' brake application. 
3. The data is the last set  of data for the 
current sequence. 
4. The emergency abort switch has- been thrown by 
the user, 
5. One of the safety locks is not in place. 
The Run routine will send the first type of message 
to the controller. The controller will read all. the 
instruments and send back the data and a code indicating 
that the data is equipment status data. Since the brake 
test is not running at this time, some of the equipment 
readings will: provide no useful information to the Run 
routine. The routine can, however, use the readings from 
the thermocouples to see if they are functioning. 
The system will list out for the user which ther- 
mocouples are working and which are not. The user is 
offered the opportunity to change or connect ther- 
mocouples before the test proceeds; It should be noted 
that  if a thermocouple is disconnected or malfunctioning 
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and the user decides not to correct this situation, then 
no data will- be recorded for that location during the 
test. It should also be noted that if the user's brake 
test program calls for that thermocouple to be the 
controlling thermocouple for a particular cycle of the 
brake test, then the test will stop upon reaching that 
Sequence Line, and the user will have to connect the 
thermocouple a;t that time. 
If the system detects problems with the safety and 
equipment setup switches, the system win not continue 
with the test until the problem or problems have been 
corrected. 
Test1 Notes Input* Mode 
When a brake test experiment is performed in the 
laboratory, there is ususally a set of notes associated 
with the test results which describe the attributes of 
the experiment. The notes usually deal with such things 
as< the setup of the test, materials used, operator's 
name, procedure used, purpose of the test, dimensions, 
etc. These notes prove useful at a later point when the 
laboratory engineer wants to review and compare test 
results. 
Test' Mote Input Mode is used to enter these 
laboratory notes onto the test data file.   The system 
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provides ai format on the screen for the user to enter and 
edit notes. Once the user verifies that the notes are 
correct, the system writes the notes' to the same file 
which contains the test data results. In this way the 
notes are available with the test data for later report- 
ing and review. 
Brake Test Execution 
Once the test notes are recorded, the system is 
ready to run the brake test. The routine will ask the 
user to start the test by depressing the return key at 
the terminal'. After getting the start signal from the 
user, the system reads the first Sequence Line out of the 
Temporary Expanded Test Program File. The routine 
separates out the parameters B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,L,M, and N 
(see Chapter 7. for parameter descriptions) and sends them 
to the controller. The controller then has to perform a 
number of applications of the brake according to these 
parameters. Parameter "LN determines how many. The 
controller begins applying the brake immediately. After 
the first application of the brake, it sends back 
maximum, minimum, and average values' for all instrument 
readings for that application. If there are no problems 
and it is not the end of a sequence, it sends a code 
value indicating that it is sending test' data. 
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When the Run routine receives* the data message, it 
looks at the code to determine what to do. When the code 
indicates that it is test data, the routine checks the 
data to see if the readings are within acceptable ranges. 
If this is not the case, the Run routine will indicate to 
the user that it thinks there is an equipment failure and 
will hault the test until the oroblem is corrected. If 
the data falls within allowable ranges, the Run routine 
calculates coefficient of friction values and enters them 
along with the readings into a' test data file on disk 
(see appendix B for sample file layout). When the 
routine is finished writing to disk, it sends a continue 
command to the controller. 
When the controller sends a data message where the 
status code indicates the end of the sequence has been 
reached, the Run routine win check and store the data, 
then check to see if a pause has been programmed at the 
end of the cycle. If the brake test program indicated 
that a pause was to take place at this point in time, the 
Run routine haults the test and requests measurements 
from the user. Once the user has finished taking 
measurements and has entered them at the CRT terminal, he 
or she resumes the test by depressing a return key. The 
Run routine writes the measurements to the test data file 
on disk,  then sends the controller another line of 
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parameters.    The  test  continues  in this manner until 
there are no more Sequence Lines to be sent. 
If during the test the emergency stop switch is used 
or one of the safety locks Is removed, the test will 
hault and will not continue until the problem has been 
corrected and the routine receives a continue signal from 
the user. The- Run routine does this by sending a 
continue command to the controller. 
DATA: MANIPULATION AND; REPORTING 
REPORTING! CONCEPTS 
The Report- routine Is used to generate information 
on any given brake test experiment. Reporting is based 
on the data recorded In a particular test data file 
selected by the user. The test data file is that file 
which is created to hold test data when the user runs a 
brake test experiment. In some cases, the Report routine 
uses data directly out of the file for reporting; in 
other cases it performs calculations, takes averages and 
searches for maxlmums and mintmums. 
The user can obtain Information In two ways. The 
routine can create graphs or it can create tables. It 
makes use of the same test data file for both types of 
reporting. 
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The routine to plot graphs allows the user to plot 
any one of a number of data types against any two other 
data types. The system Is set up to allow a maximum 
amount of flexibility for the user. The system will make 
no attempt to determine whether a particular plot makes 
any sense. For instance, if the user wishes to plot 
torque against torque or application number against 
sequence number, the system will do so. The system will 
also allow the user to plot any amount of data desired. 
The system routine to print tables allows the user 
to pick up to sixteen data types in order to make up a 
report. The user chooses from a menu of twenty eight 
possible data types. The user chooses how many columns 
of data will be included in the report and in what order 
they will be presented. 
The system allows for two types of graphs and 
tables: detailed and summary. Detailed reporting is 
reporting based on each individual application of the 
brake. Since the system records data for each applica- 
tion of the brake, this type of reporting is generally 
straight out of a test data file. Summary reporting 
involves taking the readings for each cycle (Sequence 
Line execution) and performing calculations and searches 
to come up with maximum, minimum, and average values for 
the brake cycles requested. 
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For detailed reporting and graphing, the system 
provides information on UD to forty-four data types. 
These types are described below. 
Temperature Information can be assembled for five 
different thermocouples. The thermocouple locations are: 
the Inside of the brake, the outside of the brake, the 
rotor hub, the rotor edge, and the auxiliary location. 
Maximum, minimum, and average values' are available for 
each application of the brake and are provided for the 
user straight from the test data file. 
Torque, pressure, and coefficient of friction are 
three more data" types which are available with maximum, 
minimum, and average values. Torque and pressure are 
available directly from the test data file for reporting 
purposes, and coefficient of friction is calculated for 
the user if desired. 
There are four other reportable types of data which 
have no maximum or minimum values. Application number, 
sequence number, time of maximum torque, and time of 
minimum torque are data types which can be listed or 
plotted. Application number and sequence number are 
calculated by the system and the times of maximum and 
minimum torque are read from the test data file. 
For summary reporting, the system provides infor- 
mation on forty-four data types.  Almost all of the data 
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in these data types  Is calculated by the system.  The 
data types and calculations are described below. 
The five thermocouple locations' used for detailed 
reporting are also available for summary reporting. The 
maximum and minimum values reported for these locations 
are the values of the highest maximum and lowest minimum 
temperature recorded out of all the brake applications of 
a particular brake test cycle. The average temperature 
is1 the average temperature for the brake test cycle. Two 
more temperature data types are available. One is the 
average maximum temperature per application which is the 
average of the highest temperature recorded for each 
application of the brake during a particular brake test 
cycle. The other is the average minimum temperature per 
application which is the average of the lowest tempera- 
tures recorded for each application of the brake during a 
particular brake test cycle. 
Torgue, pressure, and coefficient of friction are 
three more data types which are available with maximum, 
minimum, average, average maximum, and average minimum 
values per brake test cycle. 
There are four more summary data types which are 
reportable but only with one value per data type per 
cycle. These are average rotor wear, average lining 
wear,  onset temperature,  and seguence number.   The 
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average wear values are generated by the system by 
averaging the twelve rotor wear and twelve lining wear 
measurements on the test data file. The onset tempera- 
ture is read from the test program file and the seguence 
number is read from the test data file. 
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7.: DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 
This section is intended to describe to the reader 
the procedures developed for system operation. It has 
been planned as part of the thesis to give the reader an 
understanding of how the final user would use the brake 
testing system. Before proceeding with the description, 
a note should be made about its structure and content. 
The text used to describe, in detail, the user 
interface with a computer system can often be confusing 
at best. The following section intentionally makes use 
of the second person singular in order to demonstrate 
directly how the user will interface with the system 
software. 
The system programs or routines1 are designed to give 
the user a' great deal of flexibility. Because of this 
flexibility, there are often many ways the user can 
accomplish a particular task on the system. This is 
especially true when using the Create routine. The 
routine could be likened to traveling around the streets 
of a city. There are many Places to go within a city, 
and many ways to get from one place to another. How you 
get to another place depends on where you are. On the 
system, the places are called modes or modules. This 
guide is designed to explain all the details concerning 
modes  (places), one mode at a time. The details on each 
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mode or module will be discussed as follows: 
1. How  to  recognize  that you have reached the 
module 
2. Instructions for using the mode or module 
3. Rules to be followed when entering data 
4. Paths to other modes 
THE CREATE ROUTINE! 
The Create routine is used to write a brake test 
program. The routine is made up of many modules. The 
modules will be discussed after an initial discussion on 
how to start the routine. 
STARTING THE! CREATE ROUTINE 
To use the Create routine: 
1. Login to the operating system 
2. Type the following: > RUN CREATE 
3. depress the return key 
The Create routine will then ask a couple of 
questions. The first question asks whether the program 
will be used for wear or for performance testing. The 
system stores the answer and uses it at a later time when 
the user wants to generate reports on the test. The 
second question asks for the user's name. The name is 
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stored on the test program file for: future reference, to 
identify who authored the brake test program. 
SEQUENCE: LIMEi INPUT MODE 
How to Recognize:Sequence Line Input: Mode 
Sequence dine Input mode prints' out a menu like that 
shown in Figure 7-1, The top of the menu contains a 
description of fourteen different programmable 
parameters. Below these descriptions, the system prints 
the letters "A" through "N". The letters correspond to 
the parameter descriptions above and act as a guide for 
the user indicating where to enter' the parameters. The 
cursor will be positioned under the column marked "A". 
If some program parameters have already been entered, 
they will show up under the column headings. The line 
where the cursor is located, however, will be a blank 
(new) line. (If the cursor is on a line which contains 
parameters,  you are not in Sequence Line input mode.) 
Instructions for Using Sequence Line'Input Mode 
Type numbers or letters under the columns "B" 
through "NH. The columns contain guides to indicate what 
kind of parameter is to be entered. If the guide 
consists of N's, then a number is to be entered. 
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COLUMN HEADING DESCRIPTIONS 
SEQUENCE NUMBER H, 
TORQUE CONTROL NWT-MTR (000=OFF> I, 
PRESSURE CONTROL BARS (000=0FF) J. 
TEMPERATURE CONTROL <R,I,0,A,B> K, 
SEQUENCE START TEMP C <999=0FF> L, 
COOLING (999=0FF> 
COOLING AT SEQUENCE END <999=0FF) 
PAUSE AT SEQUENCE END (Y OR N) 
RECORD DATA <Y OR N) 
NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS 
F. START APPLICATION TEMP C <999=0FF)  M. APPLICATION DURATION SEC 
G. SEQUENCE END TEMP C (999=0FF) N. IDLE TIME BETWEEN APPLICATIONS SEC 
B 
NNN  NNN  NN.N 
1 
D    E    F    G    H    I    J    K 
X   NNN  NNN  NNN  NNN  NNN   X    X 
L      M      N 
NNNN  NNN.N  NNN-N 
The number of N's and the decimal point between the 
N's Indicate the maximum size and precision of the number 
which can be entered. Be sure to enter the decimal point 
in your number if it is indicated in the guide letters. 
If the guide letter is an "X", then a letter is to 
be entered in that column. The letter must be one of the 
possible choices from the parameter description as- 
sociated with that column. 
To correct a typing mistake, depress the delete key- 
on the terminal:. 
To move to another column or to a new line, use the 
return key. Note that once the return key is depressed, 
a previous column cannot be corrected with the delete 
key. The line can, however, be corrected by using Edit 
Mode. 
Rules for Entering Data in Sequence Line Input Mode 
Column "A" numbers are generated automatically by 
the system. This is done so that you can reference a 
particular program line. These lines are referenced when 
editing program lines or programming iteration lines. 
Column "B" indicates to the system the amount of 
torque which should be maintained by the controller 
during the sequence. Entering a zero in this column 
indicates to the system that the brake test cycle will 
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not require constant torque. 
Column "C" Indicates to the system the amount of 
pressure which should be maintained by the controller 
during the sequence. Entering a zero in this column 
indicates to the system that this sequence will not be a 
constant pressure brake test cycle. All brake test 
cycles must be performed at either constant torque or 
constant pressure. Out of the two columns "B" and "C", 
one must always contain a number and the other a zero. 
Column "D" indicates to the system, which ther- 
mocouple will- be used for brake test control during the 
brake test cyle. A few of the brake test program 
parameters are temperatures. The system will control the 
brake test according to these parameters by comparing 
their values against values read from the control ther- 
mocouple. One of the letters "R","I","0","AM, or "B" is 
entered in column "D". The letters- correspond to the 
following thermocouple locations: 
1. The letter  "R"  indicates  the Rotor ther- 
mocouple 
2. The letter "I"  indicates  the Inside brake 
thermocouple 
3. The letter  "0"  Indicates  the Outside brake 
thermocouple 
4. The letter "A"  indicates the AuThe letter 
illiary thermocouple 
4fl 
5. The  letter  "B"  indicates  the Banjo (rotor 
edge) thermocouple 
Column "E" indicates to the system that the brake 
test cycle cannot begin until the control thermocouple 
indicated in column "D" has cooled down to the value 
specified here. Entering "999" as the value in column 
"E" indicates to the system that the sequence can begin 
immediately, regardless of temperature. All tempera- 
tures, for al'l purposes, on the system are measured in 
centigrade. 
Column "F" indicates to the system that each ap- 
plication of the brake during the sequence can take place 
only after the control thermocouple indicated in column 
"D" has cooled down to the value specified here. Enter- 
ing "999" as the value in column "F" indicates to the 
system that the timing between applications of the brake 
is not dependent on temperature. In this case the timing 
will be controlled by column "N". 
Column "G" indicates to the system that the cycle 
cannot end until the control thermocouple indicated in 
column HD" has cooled down to the temperature specified 
here. This means that when the brake controller is 
executing the brake test, it will not be allowed to start 
the next Sequence Line until the temperature specified 
here has been reached. Even after the temperature has 
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been reached, the controller mav still not be allowed to 
start the next Sequence Line If a lower temperature has 
been Indicated in column HTH. Entering "999" as the 
value in column "G" indicates to the system that it can 
start the next sequence immediately after the last 
application of this sequence, rince again, this is true 
providing the parameter set in "I" is not overriding 
(lower than) "G". 
Column "H" indicates to the system that the cooling 
fan will be required during the test whenever the 
temperature of the control thermocouple goes above the 
temperature specified here. Likewise, the fan will shut 
off anytime the temperature drops below the value 
specified here. This parameter contols the fan all 
during the sequence up to and including the last applica- 
tion of the brake, but not during that time after the 
last application. The time after the last application of 
the brake is known as "sequence end" during which the fan 
is- controlled by column "I". Entering "999" as the value 
in column HH" indicates to the system that the cooling 
fan will not be required during the brake test cycle. 
Column "I" indicates to the system that the cooling 
fan will run at the end of the sequence until the 
temperature of the control thermocouple drops to the 
value specified here.  The sequence will not end until 
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this temperature has been obtained. When the temperature 
Is1 obtained, the fan will shut off. Once the fan Is off, 
the sequence may or may not end. If the temperature 
parameter set In column "GH is lower than the temperature 
specified here in column "I", the sequence will continue 
until the control' thermocouple has cooled to the tempera- 
ture specified in "G", It will cool during this time 
without benefit of the fan. Entering "999" as the value 
in column "I" indicates to the system that the cooling 
fan will not be required at the end of the sequence. 
Column "J" indicates to the system whether or not to 
pause at the end of the sequence. Entering "Y" (yes) 
here will cause the system to suspend operation after the 
sequence has been completed. At that time, the operator 
can make adjustments, examine the pad and rotor, or take 
measurements. No parameter need be set to determine the 
length of time for the pause. When the brake test is 
running, the, system will ask the user for a restart 
signal. 
Column "K" indicates to the system whether test data 
should be gathered during the sequence. Answering "N" 
(no) here will' stop any data from being recorded in the 
test data file during the sequence. The execution of the 
sequence will; not: be affected. 
Column "LH indicates to the system how many appiica- 
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this temperature has been obtained. When the temperature 
is1 obtained, the fan win shut off-. Once the fan is off, 
the sequence may or may not end. If the temperature 
parameter set in column "G" is lower than the temperature 
specified here in column MI", the sequence will continue 
until the control^ thermocouple has cooled to the tempera- 
ture specified in "G", It will cool during this time 
without benefit of the fan. Entering "999" as the value 
in column "I" indicates to the system that the cooling 
fan will not be required at the end of the sequence. 
Column "J" Indicates to the system whether or not to 
pause at the end of the sequence. Entering "Y" (yes) 
here will cause the system to suspend operation after the 
sequence has been completed. At that time, the operator 
can make adjustments, examine the pad and rotor, or take 
measurements. No parameter need be set to determine the 
length of time for the pause. When the brake test is 
running, the. system will ask the user for a restart 
signal. 
Column "K'M indicates to the system whether test data 
should be gathered during the sequence. Answering "N" 
Cno) here will stop any data from being recorded in the 
test data file during the sequence. The execution of the 
sequence will: not be affected. 
Column "I*" indicates to the system how many appiica- 
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tions of the brake to make during the sequence. 
Column "M" indicates to the system how long each 
application of the brake is to last in seconds. 
Column "N" indicates to the system how much time 
should elapse between applications of the brake during 
the sequence. This time may be longer than the time 
specified here during the actual: test. This is due to 
the fact that the system may be waiting for the control 
thermocouple to cool down to the value set in column "F". 
If the control' thermocouple temperature is already below 
the value set in "F", there will be no extra delay. 
Paths^ to< Other' Modes 
Error Checking Mode is another mode which the system 
accesses automatically. Error Checking Mode starts 
whenever a Sequence Line is typed. If no errors were 
made in typing a particular Sequence Line, the system 
automatically returns to Sequence Line Input Mode. 
There are other modes which can only be entered by 
user command. To reach them you must first exit from 
Sequence Line Input Mode. This can be accomplished in 
two ways. Entering a negative number in column "B" will 
exit the input mode. The other way to exit is to simply 
depress the return key over and over until the entire 
Sequence Line is filled with blanks, 
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Upon exiting Sequence Line Input Mode, the system 
displays a list of choices as follows: 
PLEASE CHOOSE OWE OF THE FOLLOWING' OPTIONS: 
(1) EDIT SEQUENCE LINES 
(2) CREATE A HARD COPY 
(3) EXIT SEQUENCE LINE ROUTINE 
PLEASE ENTER OPTION (1,2, OR 3) -> - 
Entering a "1" causes the system to enter the Sequence 
Line Edit Mode. Entering a "2" causes the system to 
print out a copy of the brake test program as it exists 
up to this point. The system automatically returns to 
Sequence Line Input Mode after printing the program. 
Entering a "3" sends the system into Sequence Iteration 
Line Input Mode. Finally, depressing the return key 
without making: any choice, will send the system back into 
Sequence Line. Input Mode. 
ERROR CHECKING) MODE 
How to Recognize Error Checking Mode* 
Error Checking Mode cannot be recognized by the user 
unless an error is made in typing a Sequence Line. If 
errors are made, one or more error messages will appear 
on the screen. The following are the possible messages: 
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1. ERROR - "B" AMD "C", ONE OR THE OTHER MUST BE 
ZERO 
2. ERROR - "B" AND "C", BOTH CANNOT BE EQUAL TO 
ZERO 
3. ERROR - "D", MUST BE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 
R,I,0,A, OR B 
4. WARNING - "Ew, SELECTED TEMPERATURE MAY BE 
BELOW AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, THUS PREVENTING 
SEQUENCE FROM STARTING DURING A TEST 
5. ERROR - "J" OR "K", EACH MUST BE EITHER A HY" 
OR A "N" 
6.. ERROR - "L", "M", OR "N", ALL MUST BE GREATER 
THAN ZERO AND HAVE DECIMAL POINTS INCLUDED 
When a number is entered In column "B" it indicates 
that It is to be a constant torque cycle. When a number 
is1 entered in "C" it indicates a constant pressure cycle. 
Error messages "1" and "2" note the fact that It is 
impossible to have a constant torque and constant pres- 
sure test at the same time or to have a test run with no 
torque or pressure control. 
The warning in number 4 above can also be generated 
for columns "F", "G", "HM, and "I"., The warning comes 
about due to the fact that a cool down to temperature has 
been selected which could be below ambient temperature on 
a: hot day, thus preventing the test from advancing beyond 
that point. This warning is set to trigger if the 
temperature set as a parameter Is less than or egual to 
30  degrees  centigrade.  The user should be aware of the 
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fact that if the temperature in the plant is more than 30 
degrees centigrade on the day the test is run, a problem 
could arrise Kith the test continuing even though no 
warning was generated by this routine. An example would 
be a case where a! cool down to temperature of 32 degrees 
is* specified and the plant temoerature is 34 degrees on 
the day-the test is run. 
Instructions for Using Error Cheeking Mode 
No entries are necessary in Error Checking Mode. If 
error messages are printed, the return key must be used 
to continue. 
Rules for Entering Data to Error Checking Mode 
No entries are made to Error Checking Mode. 
Paths to Other: Modes 
If Error Checking Mode finds an error in a Sequence 
Line, the system enters Error Correction Mode automati- 
cally. If no error is detected or if only a warning is 
printed, the system returns to Sequence Line Input Mode 
automatically. If the system was in Edit Mode before 
entering Error Checking Mode, the system automatically 
returns to Edit Mode. 
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ERROR CORRECTION! MODE 
How to Recoghize Error Correction Mode 
Error Correction Mode Is entered automatically from 
Error Checking Mode if one or more errors are detected in 
a Sequence Line. Error Correction Mode looks like 
Sequence Line Input Mode in that the same menu appears 
with the same column headings. The only difference is 
that the cursor will be located on the same line that 
contains the error(s). 
Instructions for Using Error Correction Mode 
Use the return key to move the cursor to the 
column(s) to be corrected. Type the correction over top 
of the previous incorrect entry. Once you have made all 
your corrections, depress the return key until the cursor 
moves off the end of the line. 
Rules for Entering Data in Error Correction Mode 
Parameters are entered using the same rules as those 
described in the Sequence Mne Input Mode description 
above, with one exception. Tf a non-zero value was 
entered in one of the columns and a zero value is desired 
as1 the correction, the word "Zero" should be typed in the 
column.   If a numerical zero "0" is typed as the 
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correction, the system will leave the previous Incorrect 
value in that column. In order to see what exact values 
the system has stored for all the Sequence Lines, enter a 
negative number in column "B", then depress the return 
key when the menu of options appears. This will reprint 
the Sequence Line Input Mode menu and will reprint all 
the parameter values the way they are stored on the 
system. 
Paths to Other: Modes 
After depressing the return key on the last column 
of the line,- the system automatically enters Error 
Checking Mode and proceeds from there as described in 
that section. 
EDIT MODE! 
How to Recognize Edit Mode 
Edit' Mode will print the following menu: 
OPTIONS 
(I) DELETE 
C2) INSERT 
(3) CHANGE 
(4) RETURN TO INPUT MODE 
PLEASE ENTER OPTION (I,2,3,OR,4) =>- 
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Instructions for: Using Edit Mode 
Edit Mode Is used to delete, insert or change 
Sequence Lines. Whenever a Sequence Line is deleted or 
inserted, the system automatically re-numbers all the 
Sequence Lines. This should be remembered when program- 
ming Iteration Lines. 
To edit a line, note the number of the line to be 
edited before leaving Sequence Line Input Mode. The 
system will' ask: for a Sequence Line number each time an 
editing operation is to be performed. Once in Edit Mode, 
the system will always display the Sequence Lines after 
each edit operation, thus preventing the need to return 
to Input Mode to see what to do next. 
To delete a Sequence Line, enter T after the 
arrow. The system will then return with the following 
request: . 
PLEASE ENTER THE SEQUENCE LIME NUMBER 
YOU WISH TO DELETE =>„ 
Enter the number from column "A" of the Sequence 
Line to be deleted. The system will remove that line and 
renumber the remaining lines. The system then displays 
the Sequence Line portion of the brake test program as it 
looks after the deletion, and returns to the Edit Mode 
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option list. 
To insert a line, enter a "2" after the option list 
arrow.  The system will make the following request: 
PLEASE ENTER A! SEQUENCE LINE NUMBER 
YOU WISH TO INSERT s>_ 
Enter the number from column "A" of the Sequence 
Line which is to follow directly after the line to be 
inserted. For example, if a line is to be inserted 
between sequence line "3" and Sequence Line "4", enter a 
"4" as the Sequence Line to be inserted. The system will 
print a menu exactly like that used to enter Sequence 
Lines in Sequence Line Input Mode. The system will list 
the number of the line to be inserted in column "A". The 
user then enters the Sequence Line the same as when using 
Sequence Line Input Mode, (see "Instructions for Using 
Sequence Line Input Mode" for details.) After the line 
has been entered, the system lists out all the Sequence 
Lines as they look after the change. The system then 
returns to the Edit Option List. 
To change a line, enter a "3" after the option list 
arrow.  The system will make the following request: 
PLEASE ENTER THE SEQUENCE LINE NUMBER 
YOU WISH TO CHANGE =>_ 
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Enter the number from column "A" of the Sequence 
Line to be changed. The system will print a menu exactly 
like that used to enter Sequence Lines in Sequence Line 
Input Mode., The line to be changed is displayed and the 
cursor is placed at the beginning of the line. To change 
the line, proceed in the same manner as described in 
"Instructions for Using Error Correction Mode." After 
the change has been made, the system displays all: the 
Sequence Lines as they are currently stored in the 
system, and' returns to the edit option list. 
Rules for Entering' Data; in Edit Mode 
Data is entered to the system in Edit Mode when 
using, the insert or change options. When inserting a new 
Sequence Line,' follow the directions from "Rules for 
Entering Data in Sequence Line Input Mode." When 
entering data! to change an existing line, follow the 
directions from "Rules for Entering Data in Error Correc- 
tion Mode." 
Paths to Other Modes 
Like Sequence Line Input Mode and Error Correction 
Mode, Edit Mode automatically enters Error Checking Mode 
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after a line has been inserted or changed. Error Checking 
Mode then either proceeds on to Error Correction Mode or 
returns to Edit Mode, depending on whether or not errors 
have been detected. Even when the system proceeds on to 
Error Correction Mode/ it eventually returns to Edit Mode 
once the Sequence Line is error free. 
Once the system enters Edit Mode it will always be 
in either Edit Mode or in another mode from which it will 
automatically return to Edit Mode. The system will not 
leave Edit Mode; until it is instructed to do so. When 
the system presents the Edit Options, entering a "4" as 
the selection will cause the system to leave Edit Mode 
and go to Sequence Line Input Mode. 
ITERATION^ LINE INPUT MODE 
How to Recognize Iteration Line input' Mode 
Iteration Line Input Mode will display the following 
line: 
ENTERING ROUTINE TO ACCEPT ITERATION LINES. 
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SEOUENCE ITERATION ROUTINE. 
— DO SEQUENCE — THROUGH — , --- TIMES. 
1 DO SEQUENCE - 
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Instructions for Using Iteration Line Input Mode 
Iteration Line Input Mode is' used to schedule the 
execution of Sequence Lines. The Sequence Lines can be 
performed any number of times and in any combination or 
order by using the Iteration Lines. 
The following are examples of the uses of Iteration 
Lines: 
To do Sequence Line number 2 one time: 
1 DO SEQUENCE 2 THROUGH 2,1 TIMES. 
To- do Sequence Lines 3 through 10 two times: 
1 DO SEQUENCE 3 THROUGH 10,2 TIMES. 
Enter the numbers in Iteration Line Input Mode by 
typing an integer number when the cursor stops. When 
typing, it is not necessary to leave spaces in front of 
the numbers. Use the return key to get to the next 
position in the line. When you have completed an 
Iteration Line, use the return Key to get to another 
line. 
Rules for: Entering Data in Iteration Line Input Mode 
Sequence Lines must be entered In numerical* order. 
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For example,  the  system cannot  do Sequence Lines 4 
through 2. 
At least one Iteration Line must be entered. The 
system will not allow any further progress until this has 
been accomplished. 
It is not necessary to perform all Sequence Lines, 
and it Is not necessary to perform the Sequence Lines' in* 
any particular order. 
Numbers entered to Iteration Line Input Mode must be 
integers between 1 and 200 inclusive. 
Sequence Line numbers specified in an Interation 
Line must have been programmed. For example, Sequence 
Lines 1 through 6 cannot be specified if Sequence Line 
number 6 was never programmed. 
Paths- to other Modes 
Iteration Line Input Mode automatically enters an 
error checking mode. If the Sequence Line numbers 
specified are invalid, error messages are displayed, the 
Iteration Line is* deleted,- and the system returns to 
Iteration Line Input Mode. If the system finds that the 
Iteration Line is error free, it returns to Iteration 
Line Input Mode without messages. 
To exit Iteration Line Input: Mode, depress the 
return key at the start of a new Iteration Line. The 
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system will respond with a list of options as follows: 
OPTIONS 
(1) EDIT ITERATION LINES 
(2) RETURN TO SEQUENCE LINE ROUTINE 
(3) EXIT SEQUENCE ITERATION ROUTINE 
(4) DISPLAY SEQUENCE LINES 
(5) INPUT ITERATION LINES 
(6) CREATE A HARDCOPY 
PLEASE- ENTER OPTIONU ,2, 3, 4,5 , OR 6) =>_ 
Option number one (EDIT ITERATION LINES) will cause 
the system to enter Iteration Line Edit Mode. 
Option number two (RETURN TO. SEQUENCE ITERATION 
ROUTINE) will- cause the system to return to Sequence Line 
Input Mode, Sequence Line Input Mode will behave exactly 
as* it did before it was exited. Edit, Error Checking, 
and Error Correction Modes will all work in the same 
fashion. 
Since Iteration Line Input Mode has already been 
entered, leaving and returning to Iteration Line Input 
Mode may involve some problems and possible program 
changes. For example, you may decide to leave Iteration 
Line Input Mode and return to sequence Line Input Mode. 
Upon arriving! back to Sequence Line Input Mode you decide 
to delete a Sequence Line. The system will re-number the 
remaining Sequence Lines (it always does this when you 
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Insert or delete a line). Any Iteration Lines that you 
had previously specified are now probably specifying an 
order to the Sequence Lines which is different from what 
you originally intended. The Iteration Lines will, most 
lilcely have to be changed. When returning to Iteration 
Line Input Mode you may also find that some of the 
Iteration Lines you had programmed are no longer there. 
This is because when returning to Iteration Line Input 
Mode,- the system will delete all previously written 
Iteration Lines which contain references to Sequence 
Lines that no longer exist. The system must do this to 
insure that a! brake test program is not created which is 
physically impossible to run. Once again the Iteration 
Lines should be examined carefully to make sure that they 
schedule the Sequence Lines as desired. 
Option number three (EXIT SEQUENCE ITERATION 
ROUTINE) will- cause the system to end the brake test 
programming session. The system will go on to ask if 
hardcopy is desired and will ask for a file name if the 
program is to be saved. 
When choosing a file name In which to store the 
brake test program, the lenqth of the name must be less 
than or equal! to six characters and must contain no 
blanks or characters other than letters and numbers. 
Make note of the file name entered as it will be needed 
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In order to find the program on the system disk for later 
use. 
Option number four (DISPLAY SEQUENCE LINES) will 
display the Sequence Line Input Mode menu and all the 
Sequence Lines which had been programmed previously.. 
After displaying these lines, the system returns to this 
same option list again. 
Option number five (INPUT ITERATION LIMES) causes 
the system to return to Iteration Line Input Mode,. 
Option number six (CREATE A HARDCOPY) will cause the 
line printer; to print a copy of the brake test program as 
it appears at the time this option is selected,, The 
system returns to Iteration Line Input Mode after print- 
ing the copy. 
ITERATION* LINE, EDIT MODE 
How to Recognize Iteration Line Edit] Mode 
Iteration Line Edit Mode will' print the following 
menu: 
OPTIONS 
(1) DELETE 
(2) INSERT 
(3) REPLACE 
(4) RETURN TO INPUT MODE 
PLEASE ENTER OPTION (1,2,3, OR 4) =>. 
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Instructions for; Using: Iteration Line Edit Mode 
Iteration Line Edit Mode is< very similar to Edit 
Mode (used for Sequence Lines). Iteration Line Edit Mode 
is> used to delete, insert, or replace Iteration Lines. 
To edit a line, make note of the number of the line 
to be edited before leaving Iteration Input Mode. The 
system will ask for an Iteration Line number each time an 
editing operation is to be performed. Once in Iteration 
Line Edit Mode,- the system will always display the 
Iteration Lines after each edit operation, preventing the 
need to return to Input Mode to see what to do next.. 
To delete a: Sequence Line, enter "I" after the 
arrow. The system will then return with the following 
request: 
PLEASE ENTER THE ITERATION LINE YOU WISH 
TO DELETE =>- 
Enter the number of the Iteration Line to be 
deleted.  The system will remove that line and re-number* 
the remaining lines.   The system then displays the 
Iteration Line portion of the brake test program as it 
looks after the deletion, and returns to the Iteration 
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Line Edit Mode option list. 
To insert a line, enter a "2" after the option list 
arrow.  The system will make the following request; 
PLEASE ENTER THE ITERATION LINE NUMBER 
tfOU WISH TO INSERT '=>- 
Enter the number of the Iteration Line which is to 
follow directly after the line to be inserted., For 
example, if a line Is to be Inserted between Iteration 
Line "3" and Iteration Line "4", enter a "4" as the 
Iteration Line to be inserted. The system will print an 
Iteration Line Input prompt for the line to be inserted.. 
After the line has been entered, the system lists out all 
the Iteration Lines1 as they look after the change. The 
system then returns to the Iteration Line Edit option 
list. 
To replace a line, enter a w3" after the option list 
arrow.  The system will make the following request: 
PLEASE ENTER THE ITERATION LIME YOU WISH 
TO REPLACE =>„ 
Enter the number of the Iteration Line to be replaced. 
The system will' display a prompt for that line number. 
After the replacement line has been typed,  the system 
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will re-display all of the Iteration lines as they now 
appear. The system then returns to the Iteration Line 
Edit Options List. 
Rules for Entering Data in Iteration Line Edit Mode 
Data is entered to the system in Iteration Line Edit 
Mode when using the insert or replace options. Follow 
the directions for entering data as described in "Rules 
for Entering Data in Iteration Line Input Mode." 
Paths to other Modes 
Iteration Line Edit Mode automatically enters an 
error checking mode after each inserted or replaced line 
has been entered. If errors are detected, the line is 
deleted and the system displays a prompt to re-enter the 
line. If the line is good, the system returns to 
Iteration Line Edit Mode without making any indications. 
Once the system is in Iteration Line Edit Mode, it 
will always either be in Iteration Line Edit Mode or will 
be in another mode from which it will automatically 
return to Iteration Line Edit Mode. The system will not 
leave Iteration Line Edit Mode until it is instructed to 
do so. When the system presents the Edit Options, 
entering a "4" as the selection will cause the system to 
leave Iteration Line Edit Mode and return to Iteration 
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Line  Input  Mode. 
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THE MODIFY ROUTINE 
The Modify routine is another version of the Create 
routine. The Modify routine allows you to create a brake 
test program based on an existing brake test program. 
This may, in certain cases, save you alot of time by not 
having to start from scratch. The Modify routine will 
not affect the program selected for modification. It 
will make a' copy of that program and will allow you to 
modify the copy.. 
There are only a few noticeable differences between 
the Create routine and the Modify routine which are as 
follows: 
1. At the beginning of the session, the Modify 
routine will ask for a file name (the test 
program to be modified). This- name must match 
with a brake test program file name already on 
the system, 
2. When entering Sequence Line Input Mode, there 
will already be Seguence Lines displayed under 
the menu. These are the lines' from the file 
specified above, 
3. When entering Iteration Line Input Mode, there 
will already be Iteration Lines displayed. 
These are the lines from the file specified 
above. 
Other than the fact that the Modify routine starts 
the brake test programming session with some lines 
already in place, the Modify routine behaves exactly like 
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the Create routine. You can Insert additional lines or 
edit any lines which already exist. 
If you choose to save the modified brake test 
program, there will be two brake test programs on the 
system: the original and the modified version. You must 
choose a: name for the modified version which Is different 
from the original, A file name must have six or fewer 
characters and must consist of letters and numbers only. 
No special characters or blanks are allowed. 
After the Modify routine has* been used, it can be 
used again (as many times as desired) to modify the 
original brake test program or the modified version of 
that brake test program. Any brake test program on the 
system can be used as the orignal. 
STARTING! THE! MODIFY ROUTINE 
To use the Modify Routine 
1. LoginCif not already logged in) Type the 
following: > Rim MODIFY 
2, depress the return key 
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THE TEST ROUTINE 
The Test routine is used to run a brake test 
program. The routine consists of a number of modules 
like the Create and Modify routines. However, the 
modules proceed automatically from one to the next so the 
user need not be concerned with paths to other modules or 
with ways to recognize modules. 
FILE! VERIFICATION MODE 
Instructions For-Using File Verification Mode 
Since the function of the Test Routine is to execute 
a brake test experiment, it must know which experiment 
you want to perform. The system will ask for a name of a 
brake test program as follows: 
PLEASE ENTER THE NAME OF THE TEST PROGRAM  => - 
Enter the file name exactly as it was entered when 
It! was saved.  If the system cannot find the file, It 
will ask for the file name again. The test cannot 
continue until a valid name is specified. 
The system also requires the name of another file. 
When the brake test is running, the system will be 
gathering data.  It needs a place to put the test data 
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and asks for a: file name as follows: 
PLEASE ENTER A TEST DATA ID => . 
Enter a' file name of your choice and depress the 
return key. 
Rules for: Entering; Data-in File Verification Mode 
The test data file name entered above should be 
noted so that it can be found again at a later time. It 
will be needed In order to generate reports on the data. 
The name given to the test data file cannot have more 
than six characters. All characters- must be letters or 
numbers (no special characters or blanks). 
If the name choosen for the test data file is a name 
which has already been used to designate another test 
data file currently on the system, the system will ask 
for another file name. The system will, however, allow a 
test data file to have the same name as a brake test 
program file. The system is able to distinguish between 
program and data files, even if they have the same name. 
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EQUIPMENT PREPARATION MODE 
Instructions for Using Equipment Preparation Mode 
There are two brake testing machines (one of which 
may not be connected when the system is first installed). 
You must designate the machine that you are going to be 
using. 
ON WHICH MACHINE WOULD YOU LIKE 
THE TEST TO BE RUN U OR 2)? => _ 
The system will check out the brake test controller 
and machine to make sure all the equipment is ready for 
operation. 
If the controller is working, the system will 
continue without indication. If the controller is not 
working, the system will ask that the situation be 
corrected as follows; 
THE MICROPROCESSOR IS HOT FUNCTIONING. 
PLEASE CHECK TO SEE IF IT IS PLUGGED IN 
OR NEEDS TO BE REPAIRED. 
STOP THE PROGRAM OR CONTINUE (S OR O? =>. 
If this message occurs, check the control computer to 
make sure it is plugged in, turned on, and connected to 
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the host computer. When von think the situation has been 
corrected, answer "C" to the above question. The system 
will once again check out the controller. If the 
situation cannot be remedied, an "S" answer will cause 
the brake test to abort. 
Once- the controller has accepted the control 
program, it will report back the status of the brake test 
machine equipment. If the safety locks are not in place, 
the system will- display an error message to that effect 
and will ask: 
HAS THE SITUATION BEEN CORRECTED (Y OR M)? => - 
Before answering this question, an attempt should be 
made to remedy the problem. When responding to this 
question, a "K" (yes) answer will cause the system to 
check out the equipment once again; a "NM (no) answer 
will cause the brake test to abort. 
The test cannot continue if the safety locks are not 
in place or if the pressure transducer is not function- 
ing. If there is no problem in either area, the system 
will display a thermocouple status report, A sample 
display would look like the following: 
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THE ROTOR HUB' THERMOCOUPLE IS FUNCTIONING 
THE ROTOR EDGE THERMOCOUPLE IS FUNCTIONING 
THE INSIDE BRAKE THERMOCOUPLE IS NOT FUNCTIONING 
THE OUTSIDE BRAKE THERMOCOUPLE IS FUNCTIONING 
THE AUXILIARY THERMOCOUPLE IS FUNCTIONING 
DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE OR CONNECT ANY 
THERMOCOUPLES CY OR N)? => 
It is not necessary that all the thermocouples be 
functioning., If a thermocouple is not connected or 
working, such as the "Inside brake thermocouple" in the 
above example, no data will be recorded for that ther- 
mocouple. It should be noted, however, that it is not 
desirable to have non-functioning thermocouples. One of 
the Sequence Lines in the brake test program might 
possibly specify the non-fuctionlng thermocouple as the 
control thermocouple. If this would be the case, the 
test would stop when it got to that Sequence Line. 
To connect or replace a thermocouple, answer "Y" 
(yes) to the above question. The system will respond 
with: 
PLEASE DO SO NOW... HIT RETURN WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED. 
The system will wait while you go and connect or replace 
the thermocouple. The system will recheck all the 
thermocouples when you depress the return key. 
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TEST' MOTES' MODE' 
Instructions for: Using Test Notes Mode 
Test Motes Mode is used to entered notes describing 
the brake test about to be executed. The system provides 
a) menu as shown in Figure 7-2. You may 
OPERATOR   
TEST * DATE 
MATERIAL  DESIGNATION 
PROCEDURE  BRAKE 
CHARGE NUMBER REQUESTOR 
PURPOSE 
LINING: PART NUMBER   
SURFACE AREA: INNER 
OUTER 
BRAKE: CALIPER MFG. 
TYPE 
PISTON DIAMETER 
MEAN RADIUS 
BRAKE FACTOR 
Figure: 7-2:  First Test Motes Input Screen 
enter data to any of the fields shown. You may also 
choose to leave any of the fields blank, except the 
"BRAKE FACTOR- field. To get from one field to the next, 
use the return Key.   After finishing the notes, the 
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V 
system will ask if you would like to make any changes. 
If you answer "Y" (yes), the cursor win move to the top 
of the test notes screen. 
Any time you change a field, whatever you type will 
replace what was in the field before. Mote that only 
what you type will appear in the notes. If there is a 
residue of characters on the screen from before the 
correction, they will not appear in the notes when the 
system writes them to the file. 
If you depress the return key without making a 
change, it will leave the note in that field unchanged. 
If you decide not to make any changes, you will 
receive another menu for more test notes, shown in Figure 
7-3. You enter these notes in the same manner as the 
first screen of test notes. 
Rules for Entering: Test Notes 
The system requests the test notes only so that it 
can store them in the same file with the test data. This 
way they will be available at a later time to anyone 
desiring a report on the brake test. The system does not 
use any of the notes for calculation except the "BRAKE 
FACTOR." Therefore, in all the test note fields, except 
the "BRAKE FACTOR" field, you may enter anything or any 
characters you desire. You may also choose to leave any 
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ROTOR: MFG. 
TYPE 
PART NUMBER 
DIAMETER 
THICKNESS: INITIAL 
WEAR LIMIT 
NEW 
RESURFACED 
PREVIOUS TESTS 
HARDNESS 
LINE PRESSURE 
Figure: 7-3;  Second Test Notes Screen 
of the test note fields blank. 
BRAKE: TEST' EXECUTION' MODE 
Directions for Using Brake Test Execution Mode 
After finishing the test notes', the system will ask 
you to depress the return key In order to start the test. 
When you do this, the test will begin. 
The test will run until a pause parameter is 
encountered in a Sequence Line or the test is finished. 
If a pause is encountered in a Sequence Line, the system 
will temporarily halt the test and ask for measurements. 
Measurements are entered as shown in the following 
example. 
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PLEASE ENTER TWELVE BRAKE LIMING MEASUREMENTS 
LINING MEASUREMENT 1 => .001 
LINING MEASUREMENT 2 => .002 
LINING MEASUREMENT 3 => .001 
LINING MEASUREMENT 12 =>.003 
After the lining measurements have been entered, the 
system will ask if you want to change any of them. If 
you answer yes, the system will ask which measurement you 
want to change. It then prompts you for the correct 
measurement. 
When you have finished entering measurements, the 
system will prompt you for rotor wear measurements in the 
same format it used to ask for lining wear measurements. 
After entering the rotor measurements, you tell the 
system to continue the test by pressing the return key. 
The test will' continue until it is finished or until the 
system finds another pause in a Sequence Line of the 
brake test program. 
During the execution of the test, it is conceivable 
that a number of unexpected problems could occur. Some 
of the problems along with the system's response to those 
problems are described in the following paragraphs. 
fll 
It may be necessary at times to abort the brake 
test, or the brake test may abort automatically due to 
factors beyond the control of the system, such as a 
thermocouple failure. The system will give you a message 
indicating what caused the abort (if it knows). You may 
be able to correct the situation and restart the test. 
When restarting a test which has been abnormally 
aborted, the system will ask you to press the return key 
to restart the test. The system will try to restart the 
test exactly where it left off. 
If you decide to restart the test, you should make a 
note that there was* an abnormal abort during the test. 
This could be important during the review of the test 
results. You do not want to mislead yourself at a later 
time into thinking that the results of the test were 
based strictly on the brake test program from which it 
was run. For example, the fact that there will have been 
cooling during the temporary abort may cause the results 
to be different from what would be expected had the abort 
not occured.> It is up to the laboratory engineer to 
decide how important this difference might be based on 
the type of test and length of the abort. 
An unforseen emergency could develop where you would 
want to kill the motor on the brake test machine. You 
would do this by depressing the emergency stop switch. 
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At that time, the execution of the test would be 
immediately suspended. The system will display a message 
indicating that the test has been brought to an emergency 
stop. The system will then ask if the test is to be 
continued. If you can correct the situation which caused 
you to initiate the emergency stop, you can start the 
test again. Answer "no" to the continue question if the 
situation cannot be remedied. 
fi3 
THE REPORT ROUTINE 
The Report routine is used to generate graphs and 
reports. Graphs and reports can be produced from any of 
the test data files which are currently stored on the 
installed disk pack. If you lust ran a brake test and 
have not changed the disk pack, you can make reports on 
that test. If you want to generate reports on a brake 
test which is on a disk file that is stored away, you 
will have to load that- disk pack first. 
Like the Test routine, the Report routine has a 
number of modules which proceed fairly automatically from 
one to the next. Therefore, you need not be concerned 
with paths to other modules or recognizing modules. 
PILE! VERIFICATION MODE: 
Instructions for Using File Verification Mode 
The Report routine needs to know the name of a brake 
test data file. Every time a brake test is performed, a 
data file is created and stored on the system. This data 
file receives its name from the person executing the Test 
routine. It is the name of one of these data files that 
the system needs. The system asks for the file as 
follows: 
B4 
PLEASE ENTER THE NAME OF THE TEST DATA FILE => - 
The system will look for the file name specified. 
If it cannot find the file, the Report routine aborts. 
DESIGN A! DETAIL) GRAPH MODE 
If the system successfully finds'a test data file, 
it will ask: 
DO yOU WISH TO PLOT GRAPHS? => _ 
If you answer "Y" (yes) to the above question, you will 
be in the routine to plot graphs. The system will then 
ask: 
DETAILED OR SUMMARY ? => _, 
If you answer "DETAILED" or lust "D", the system will 
enter Design a Detailed Graph mode. You can plot any two 
sets of detailed test data on the Y axis against any one 
other set of detailed test data on the X axis. Scaling 
of the axes can be set or left to the system to do 
automatically. Axis labels are provided automatically. 
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Instructions for Using Design a Detail Graph Mode 
Design a Detail Graph mode will display a menu of 
possible sets of data which can be plotted on the graph 
(see Figure 7-4). From this menu, you pick data in order 
to answer the following prompts: 
SELECT DATA' TO BE PLOTTED ALONG X-AXIS. 
ENTER CODE FROM MENU ABOVE => _ 
SELECT DATA TO BE PLOTTED ALONG Y-AXIS. 
ENTER CODE FROM MENU ABOVE => _ 
SELECT SECOND SET OF DATA FOR Y-AXIS. 
ENTER CODE FROM MENU ABOVE => •«. 
After you have entered the codes for the sets of data you 
wish to plot, the system win request beginning and 
ending application numbers as follows: 
BEGINNING APPLICATION NUMBER => _ 
ENDING APPLICATION NUMBER => - 
This Is done so that a plot will not be overloaded with 
points if the test results cover a large number of 
applications. However, if you want to overload the graph 
with points, the system will not stop you from specifying 
all the applications. 
The scaling on the graph can be either specified or 
left up to the system. The system prints the maxlmimum 
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YOU ARE MOW GOING   TO DESIGN A REPORT.  YOU MAY CREATE 
HP TO, A SIXTEEN COLUMN REPORT.  YOITR CHOICES ARE 
LISTED IH THE CHART BELOW: 
TORQUE 
COEFF. OF FRICTION 
PRESSURE 
INSIDE BRAKE TEMP. 
OUTSIDE BRAKE TEMP. 
ROTOR HUB- TEMP. 
ROTOR EDGE TEMP. 
AUXILIARY TEMP. 
APPLICATION NUMBER 
SEQUENCE NUMBER 
TIME OF MAXIMUM TORQUE 
TTME OF MINIMUM TORQUE 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM AVERAGE 
Al A2 A3 
Bt B2 B3 
Cl C2 C3 
D1 D2 D3 
El E2 E3 
Ft F2 F3 
G1 G2 G3 
HI H2 H3 
OTHER 
14 
J4 
K4 
L4 
PLEASE ENTER YOUR COLUMN HEADINGS FROM THE ABOVE CHART SEPARATED BY CDMMAS 
(EXAMPLE: Al,A2,Ct,....) => - 
and minimum values for your selected data types over the 
range you selected.  It then asks the following: 
WO.ULD YOU LIKE THE SYSTEM TO SCALE THE AXES (Y OR N)? => 
If you answer "N" (no), the system win want your 
selection of' maximum and minimum values for each axis, 
An' example would be: 
MAXIMUM TORQUE VALUE => '- 
MINIMUM TORQUE VALUE => _ 
MAXIMUM PRESSURE VALUE => . 
MINIMUM PRESSURE VALUE => - 
MAXIMUM APPLICATION NUMBER VALUE => 
MINIMUM APPLICATION NUMBER VALUE => 
When specifying the axis scale values, they must be at 
least as large or as small as the maximum and minimum 
values in the set of data to be plotted. 
When the axes have been specified, the system will 
clear the screen and display the graph. The system asks 
if you would like a hardcopy of the screen. Do not 
answer this guestion until you are done examining the 
graph. If you answer "Y" (yes), the system will print 
the graph on the printer. If you answer "N" (no), you 
will be asked if you would like to do another  detailed 
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plot. 
DESIGN A; SUMMARY GRAPH MODE 
The generation of summary graphs is handled in the 
same way as detailed graphs. The difference is that 
summary graphs are generated using different sets of 
data. The sets of data which represent maximum, minimum, 
average maximum per application, average minimum per 
application, and average readings are values based on 
seguence rather than on application. 
Instructions for Using Design a Summary Graph Mode 
The instructions for using Design a Summary Graph 
mode are the same as those described above for Design a 
Detail Graph mode. Design a Summary Graph mode will 
provide you with a different menu of choices to be 
plotted (see Figure 7-5). The system will as* for a 
range of applications as it did in Design a Detail Graph 
mode. The beginning and ending applications which you 
choose do not have to coincide with the first or last 
application of a Sequence Line. If you choose a 
beginning application which starts in the middle of a 
sequence, the point plotted for any of the parameters for 
that sequence will be calculated based on the last half 
of the application readings taken during that sequence. 
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Figure 7»5:  Menu for Summary Reporting 
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YOU ARE MOW GOING TO DESTGN A SUMMiyRY REPORT. 
"l     YOU MAY CREATE UP TO A SIXTEEN CnLUMN REPORT. 
£     YOUR CHOICES ARE LISTED IN THE CHART BELOW; 
c 
*i 
<• 
-i 
I 
Ul 
•• ' 
TORQUE 
3. : COEFF OF FRTN 
» PRESSURE 
e i IMS BRAKE TEMP 
^    ^ OUT BRAKE TEMP 
o    o ROTOR HUB TEMP 
* ROTOR EDGE TEMP 
2? AUXILIARY TEMP 
5 AVG ROTOR WEAR 
§ AVG LINING WEAR 
£ ONSET TEMP 
SEQUENCE NUMBER ■a (9 
"g-    PLEASE ENTER YOUR COLUMN HEADINGS FROM THE ABOVE CHART SEPARATED BY COMMAS 
i     (EXAMPLE: A1,A2,C1,....1 =>_ 
H- : 
SEQUENCE SEOHEMCE SEQUENCE AVG MAX PER AVG MIN PER 
MAXIMUM MINIMUM AVERAGE APPLICATION APPLICATION OTHER 
A1 A? A3 A4 A5 
B-.1 B2 B3 B4 B5 
Cl C? C3 C4 C5 
Dl n? D3 D4 D5 
EJ E? E3 E4 E5 
Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 
Gl G? G3 G4 G5 
HI H? H3 
13 
J3 
H4 H5 
K6 
L6 
DESIGN A DETAIL' REPORT MODE 
A Detail report is a table of data with up to 
sixteen columns of data. Each line of the table 
represents one application of the brake. The columns 
that are printed and the order in which they are printed 
are determined by the user, as is the range of applica- 
tion numbers. The system automatically prints summary 
data at the bottom of each report. The summary includes 
the maximum, minimum/ and average value for each column 
of data. 
Instructions for Designing a Detail: Report 
Design a Detail Report Mode will display a menu of 
possible sets of data which can be included in the report 
(see Figure 7-4), From this menu, you pick up to sixteen 
sets of data and arrange them in any order. The report 
will print columns of data in the same order you request 
them. Note that detail reports show data for every 
application of the brake, but will not show the applica- 
tion number unless you specify it as< one of the sets of 
data to be reported. You can specify less than a sixteen 
column report in which case the extra columns will just 
be left blank. 
After you have chosen the columns of the report, the 
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system will request beginning and ending application 
numbers. This is done for several' reasons. You may not 
want the data on certain applications to shovf up in the 
report or may not want them included in the summary 
statistics which the system prints- at the bottom of the 
report. You also might want to avoid receiving a report 
hundreds of pages in length when all you need is 
information on a short range of applications. 
DESIGN Ai SUMMARY REPORT MODE 
A summary report is a table with up to sixteen 
columns of data, Each line of a summary report lists 
statistics for each Sequence Idne of the brake test 
program. The columns of data and the order in which they 
are presented are again determined by the user. 
Instructions for Designing a Summary Report 
Design a Summary Report Mode will display a menu of 
possible sets of data which can be included in the report 
(see Figure 7-5). From this menu you pick up to sixteen 
sets of data: and arrange them in any order. The report 
will print columns of data In the same order you request 
them. 
After picking the columns of the report, the system 
will: ask for ar beginning and ending range of applica- 
9? 
tions. The beginning and ending applications which you 
choose do not have to coincide with the first or last 
application of a Sequence Line. Tf you choose a 
beginning application which starts in the middle of a 
sequence and ends at the end of the sequence, all the 
data in the report (minimumsrmaximums,averaqes) will be 
based only on the second half of the sequence. 
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8',: SUMMARY' 
In summary, the goal of this thesis was to prove the 
feasibility of using a network: of microcomputers to 
improve the quality of friction product testing. The 
thesis used automobile brake pads as a representative 
product from the friction products industry and focused 
on brake pad testing in order to demonstrate the general 
feasibility of this concept. 
Traditional methods of testing brake pads were 
studied and ah opportunity for improvement was noted. 
The traditional' brake testing system studied in this 
thesis provides a means to execute only simple programs 
based on relay logic. Data gathering is through ink 
chart recorders and, data reduction and test result 
reporting is all done manually. The system is labor 
intensive and the amount of information gathered is 
limited. 
An information and control system was designed to 
replace the traditional method and provide the following 
features: The thesis system provides a means to program 
complex and varied brake test programs in a straightfor- 
ward way without need for special training or skills. 
The system allows for the storage, modification, and 
retrieval: of these programs. The system also provides 
for brake test execution with detailed electronic data 
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gathering and storage. Reports can be generated on the 
system automatically in a variety of ways based on the 
stored data. 
A detailed description of system operation was 
provided for the reader to demonstrate how the system 
would* interface with a laboratory engineer. 
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9.: CONCLUSIONS' 
In conclusion/ the technical feasibility was 
demonstrated of using a network of microcomputers to test 
friction products. This concept was' demonstrated through 
the design and implementation of an information and 
control system for testing automobile brake pads. 
It was demonstrated to be feasible, with the logic 
and processing capabilities of a microcomputer and the 
use of special user friendly routines, that a laboratory 
engineer could design a wide variety of complex brake 
testing programs. These programs could be written 
guickly and without special training or skills. The 
programs could be saved on magnetic disk and used at any 
time. 
It was also demonstrated that the nodes of the 
network could be used to accent the brake test program 
and execute brake pad tests in conjunction with the 
network host computer. Data from the test could be 
easily stored on magnetic disk and made available for 
later reporting of test results. 
It was demonstrated that through the use of a 
special user friendly routine, the data from a test could 
be accessed and reduced into information in a wide 
variety of ways in a very short amount of time. 
With the thesis system, tests can be performed more 
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often because programming is easier and data reduction 
and reporting' is performed automatically. Special re- 
quirements are handled easily due to the flexibility of 
the system, and standard requirements can be performed 
without effort due to the system's ability to store 
programs. 
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io. FUTURE: WORK 
Some enhancements which could be made to increase 
the amount of information available to friction product 
designers may reasonably include the following: 
1. Additional data storacre capability. Either 
through the use of additional disk drives or by connect- 
ing, to a corporate data base, the system would be able to 
store the results from hundreds of tests. With a large 
amount of test data like this, it would be possible to 
create special programs that would enable designers to 
determine good formulas or eliminate undesirable formulas 
without having to actuallv create and test the friction 
product. The routines to do this> would be designed to 
group test results according to mixture proportions and 
ingredients and would look for trends and correlations. 
The routines could then extrapolate to forecast the type 
of characteristics a new friction product would have 
based on the way in which its formula and process 
parameters correspond to those of products on the data 
base. 
2. The use of statistical packages. These can be 
purchased from DEC or through software houses for DEC 
equipment, it will be possible to determine what effects 
different materials will have in various combinations on 
the characteristics of a friction material. 
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3. Enter cost information Into the data base on 
material and processing costs. With this information, 
the system should be able to project manufacturing costs 
for a: new friction product based on its formula, size, 
and characteristics. The system would include in its 
cost estimate a factor for scrap which it would calculate 
based on the product's projected characteristics. 
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APPENDIX Ai 
SYSTEM HARDWARE LIST 
HOST SYSTEM 
Cl) CPU LSI 11/23 
CD Floating Point Processor KEF-ll 
(1) Serial Ports DVL-tlJ 
(1) Main Memory 2S6 Kb 
(2) 10 Mb Disk Drive RL02 
(1) Disk Controller 
CD Graphics Terminal . VT-125 
CD Letterprinter Terminal LA-100-RA 
NETWORK NODE- 
1) CPU 
1) Parallel Ports 
1) Main Memory 
1) A/D D/A Converter 
1) Terminal! Board 
1) Interface board 
1) Torque Transducer 
1) Pressure Transducer 
4) Thermocouple 
1) Thermocouple 
1) Environmental: Cabinet 
LSI 11/23 
DRV-11 
Data Translation DT2584 
Data Translation DT701 
Gordos Solid State Relay 
Type J 
Type E 
Hoffman 
100 
RL02 
DISK 
DRIVE 
10  MB. 
VT-125 
GRAPHICS 
TERMINAL 
RL02 
DISK 
DRIVE 
10  MB. 
r 
-< 
RSX-11M 
FORTRAN 77 
RGL/FEP 
THESIS  SYSTEM 
V. PROGRAMS 
HOST 
DEC 
LSI 
1 1/23 
LA   100 RA 
LETTER 
PRINTER 
r 
256 KB  MAIN 
MEMORY 
DVL-11J 
SERIAL  PORT 
v 
CONTROLLER 
DEC 
11/23 
CONTROLLER 
DEC 
11/23 
DATA 
TRANSLATION 
DT2584 
A/D 
D/A 
CONVERTER 
A/D 
D/A 
CONVERTER 
BRAKE 
MACHINE! 
BRAKE 
MACHINE 
Figure A-l:  system Configuration 
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APPENDIX B 
OPERATOR 
TEST * 
MATERIAL 
PROCEDURE 
CHARGE NUMBER 
DATE 
DESIGNATION 
BRAKE 
REQUESTOR 
PURPOSE 
LINING: PART NUMBER 
SURFACE AREA: INNER 
OUTER 
BRAKE: CALIPER MFG. 
TYPE 
PISTON DIAMETER 
MEAN RADIUS 
BRAKE FACTOR ' lOOo". 
ROTOR: MFG. 
TYPE 
PART NUMBER 
DIAMETER  
THICKNESS: INITIAL 
WEAR LIMIT 
NEW 
RESURFACED 
PREVIOUS TESTS 
HARDNESS 
LINE PRESSURE 
Figure B-n  Test Notes 
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DETAILED TEST DATA CHA 
MAX MIN AVG 
COEFF COEFF COEFF MAX 
APPLT MAX MIN AVG OF OF OF PRES- 
NUM TORQ TORQ TORQ FRCTN FRCTN FRCTN SURE 
1. 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.100 0.100 0.100 89.0 
2. 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.100 0.100 0.100 97.6 
3. 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.100 0.100 0.100 122.3 
4. 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.100 0.100 0.100 102.1 
5. 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.100 0.100 0.100 104.9 
6. 200.0 200.0 200.0 0.200 0.200 0.200 97.5 
7. 200.0 200.0 200.0 0.200 0.200 0.200 105.3 
8. 200.0 200.0 200.0 0.200 0.200 0.200 104.1 
9. 200.0 200.0 200.0 0.200 0.200 0.200 127.5 
10. 200.0 200.0 200.0 0.200 0.200 0.200 96.8 
11. 200.0 200.0 200.0 0.200 0.200 0.200 131.4 
12. 200.0 200.0 200.0 0.200 0.200 0.200 98.6 
13. 200.0 200.0 200.0 0.200 0.200 0.200 116.4 
14. 200.0 200.0 200.0 0.200 0.200 0.200 102.6 
15. 200.0 200.0 200.0 0.200 0.200 0.200 107.0 
16. 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 120.3 
17. 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 110.9 
18. 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 130.5 
19. 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 132.7 
ICIV  i 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 118.8 
A.I X  m 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 113.9 
99 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 J &* * X 
At w m 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 94.1 
04 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 112.1 ; 
25. 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 120.7 
26. 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 130.8 
27. 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 109.1 
28. 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 100.2 
29. 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 112.3 
30. 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 98.0 
AVG          16. 233.3 233.3 233.3 0.233 0.233 0.233 110.0 
MAX          30. 300.0 300.0 300.0 0.300 0.300 0.300 132.7 
MIN             1. 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.100 0.100 0.100 89.0 
Figure: B<-2:  Detailed Test Data Report 
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FOR TEST 
.3 
.7 
.6 
.8 
,9 
,1 
4 
1 
AVG 
PRES- 
SURE 
84 
95 
111 
93 
98 
91 
100.1 
87.7 
89.8 
113.3 
92.1 
106.5 
90.5 
98.2 
102.5 
107.8 
113.2 
116.8 
104.5 
101.1 
86.6 
90.4 
106.1 
106.8 
109.2 
108.2 
99.2 
106.1 
85.1 
MAX 
IN 
BRAKE 
TEMP 
174 
183 
186 
134 
197 
151 
160 
152.9 
132.3 
172 
171 
,8 
4 
153.3 
192.9 
163.7 
168.3 
160.0 
126.6 
166.3 
147 
183 
188 
152 
,6 
,0 
6 
4 
138.4 
170.6 
197.4 
137.5 
151.1 
129.3 
188.0 
MIN 
IN 
BRAKE 
TEMP 
15776 
169.6 
149.9 
129.2 
140.4 
102.3 
137.2 
126.4 
130, 
168, 
144. 
103. 
1 
9 
116. 
154. 
117. 
126. 
139. 
105.9 
132.8 
102 
128 
116 
133 
132 
124.8 
150.2 
125.1 
134.8 
AVG 
IN 
BRAKE 
TEMP 
l"_8 
176.6 
168.3 
132.1 
169.0 
127.1 
148.9 
139.7 
131.2 
170, 
157. 
128. 
177. 
139. 
161. 
138.9 
126.3 
152, 
126, 
• D 
.9 
.4 
,8 
,8 
-4 
157 
175 
127.5 
157.9 
127.2 
152.0 
165 
131 
150 
127 
.0 
,1 
,6 
161.4 
119.2 
84.4 
164.0 
197.6 
126.6 
134.1 
169.6 
102.3 
149.1 
177.8 
126.3 
SUMMARY. TEST DATA CHART FOE-TEST 
SEQ 
NUM- 
BER 
 
Vl". 
SEQ 
MAX 
PRES- 
SURE 
1_3 
131.4 
132.7 
SEQ 
MIN 
PRES- 
SURE 
..._.„. 
71.3 
SEQ 
AVG 
PRES- 
SURE 
..._.„. 
98.8 
102.9 
AVG 
MAX/ 
APPL 
PRES- 
SURE 
10372 
108.7 
113.1 
AVG 
MIN/ 
APPL 
PRES- 
SURE 
..._.„. 
88.9 
92.7 
SEQ 
MAX 
IN 
BRAKE 
TEMP 
—— 
192.9 
197.4 
SEQ 
MIN 
IN 
BRAKE 
TEMP 
102.3 
102.7 
SEQ ■ 
AVG 
IN 
BRAKE; 
TEMP 
ISO 
148.3 
145.2 
AVG 
MAX/ 
APPL 
IN 
BTEMP 
.„.„..„.....„. 
162.0 
161.6 
AVG 
MIN/ 
APPL ' 
OUT 
BTEMP 
...._.„. 
134;5 
128.8 
Figure: B*3i summary Tests Data) Report- "' 
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SUMMARY TEST DATA CHART FOR TEST 
SEQ 
MIN 
PRES- 
SURE 
71.3 
72.3 
SEQ 
AVG 
PRES- 
SURE 
..._.„. 
98.8 
102.9 
AVG 
MAX/ 
APPL 
PRES- 
SURE 
10372 
108.7 
113.1 
AVG 
MIN/ 
APPL 
PRES- 
SURE 
..._.„. 
88.9 
92.7 
SEQ 
MAX 
IN 
BRAKE 
TEMP 
_...£ 
192.9 
197.4 
SEQ 
MIN 
IN 
BRAKE 
TEMP 
....„..„.....„. 
102.3 
102.7 
SEQ 
AVG 
IN 
BRAKE 
TEMP 
16274 
148.3 
145.2 
AVG 
MAX/ 
APPL 
IN 
BTEMP 
1757*4 
162.0 
161.6 
AVG 
MIN/ 
APPL 
OUT 
BTEMP 
14973 
134.5 
128.8 
ONSET 
TEMP 
lliTo 
222.0 
333.0 
SEQ 
AVG 
ROTOR 
HUB 
TEMP 
2 30 73 
254.6 
244.5 
ure: B<-3:  Summary Test- Data Report 
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\v-% 
I ;' 
i 
' .............. „_„ _,„ , _;i— _    _.—  _ ^,.„._ 
.. ,  \ 
^._...._ ^..      _ ....„....„  _ _   _ _ __ _ rr-'=:- r^-srrrrzr~ "• 
-T'.l.      Skills"""" ""   "    "  " ~- - ' 
r^^^S^S- vJ-"10"00-"1000"100-89"0   7-9"9   84-4174.0157.&I65\8179.U69.6174';'4300.9279 
'■ JSS-"5-J=SS--010P ■■°°" 100-°■-1-00-0-1001-22 - 31.01 ;;4111 - 9186- B149-9168V3276-'9200- 123B-:'S2121-riBS 
' JAP_..oiAO_.olo.o..px>_.io.o;o:..ippp:._rooro2.r 85.7 93.9134'.9129.2132-.1-203-.-71 so.9192-3215-4re?- 
&0-w^00--01;oovoo;i^ p>--.lA00_.2ppp-.ipp0._20pP^ ..  ,„,.,._^.... , .„,  
^0.0010. 0020.. 003.0.0040.0050. 0060. 0070.~0080~. 0090.01°o ' 0110.012 ' " "     '- "*" cC2r-..:io_222mi."j*. •_' ■-.'..---»■.--.■-.  ,. ,.. , 
f200. 0200. 0200.., 00.2000^20p6;.;200   97.584.7   91. U51. 9102 . 3127 .1261. 7180   8221   3306   7->63 
^app_.:020p^.2po;.;OOV2PAO:;2pppV20010SV3   94 .8100'. 1160. 6137.2148   9208V6168   1188 "3330-" 8*3? 
-2.00.0200.02.00.00,2000.-2000.200104.1   71,3   87.7152.9126.^ 
< . 200_.;020.0;V02PP:.PPV2PPP;.2000.200127-. 5110 .8 119.2132.3130Yll'31.2219'5182' 4200""9H48 /oo^ 
f 3S2-"'2200" 0a010"-OP.:20W»2000.200   96 . 8   82. 7. 89. 8172 . 8168   2   70   52   4   4   lr.7198:0281:^63 
pr2PP,A200V02pp,.00,2pp0^2p0.0';20pi3^ 
C •200.0.200.0200,00.2.00.0,2000.200. 98.6 85.6 92". 1153.3103. 6128.4175.8170 0172-'9276 "MG7 
v, 20.0..0200..020.0.00.2000.2000.200102. 6' 78.5 90.5163 .7116-.0139.8219.1194 ^0^7*7^ 7190 
^20PX02.0pT02p.0,:00'._2ppp,-2 
C.0.0000.0000.0000,0000.0000,0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.0000.000 
:oToo-Q-orowp:.xQjrp^^^ o;o ro*oo™~ 
•-'A 
.7.290.340 
'6208.626 
2200.129 
2202.329 
•6250.035 
.5285 
,8284 
.7218 
.1-231 
.'6276 
.■7247, 
.5272 
..9261- 
.-4232 
,
v4237. 
.129 
;327| 
.337 
.636 
.234 
.1.28 
V234 
.534 
.640 
.131 
Figure: B*4r  Sample Brake TestiProgram File, 
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(   ■ 
• >~ ^i   't "'*'. ■ 'ijt ,'" „ 
'•v--
4
 :?.■.-.'.- 
'*' 
•*tj" -.-, > ,f'\    v 7     ' 
' * i*'* "">' \W *-'*, , '      i '/' i"       J J'lw^- 
iV. \*i£':- :*''sh* '-,'.' v.. ^ ">■£, 
j< 
1000, 
0;00.1000.1000.100 89.0 79.9 84.4174.0157.6165.8179.1169.6174.4300.9279.7290.3401.2292.4346.8382.1286.3334.2 
0.00.1000.1000.100 97.6 93.9 95.8183. 7169.6176.6200.1188. 8194.5241.6175.-6208.6266.2258.5262.3315 .9253 . 7284 .8 
0.00.1000.1000.100122.3101.4111.9186.8149.9168.3276.9200.1238.5212.1188.2200.1297.4201.6249.5384.3267.4325.8 
0.00.1000.1000.100102.1 85.7 93.9134.9129.2132.1203.7180.9192.3215/4189.2202.3290.7204.3247.5335.2229.0282.1 
0.00.1000.1000.100104.9 91.7 98.3197.6140.4169.0221.3153.1187.2296.3203.6250.0358.6299.8329.2293.3285.5289.4 
1000.2000.1000.2000.1000.2000.1000.2000.1000". 200 ""    ""  
0030.0040.0050.0060.0070.0080.0090.0100.0110.012 ; 
4.0 5.8 
4.7 5.0 
3.5 5.0 
4.1 5.0 
4.6 4.1 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
o.oo 
6.00 
o.oo 
5.00 
0 .00 
)000 
)000 
.2000 
.2000 
.2000 
.2000 
.2000 
.2000 
.2000, 
.2000, 
.2000 
.0000 
70000 
.2000. 
.2000. 
iO'O 
JOOK 
.2000. 
.2000. 
.2000. 
2000. 
.2000. 
.2000. 
.0000. 
."0000. 
97.5 
05.3 
200104.1 
27.51 
96.8 
31.4 
98.6 
16.4' 
2001: 
200 
2001 
200 
2001 
2001 
2001 
0000 
0000 
07.0 
.0000 
70000 
84.7 91 
94.8100 
71.3 87 
10.8119 
82.7 89 
95.3113 
85.6 92 
96.5106 
78.5 90 
89.3 98 
.0000.0 
'.'OOOOTO 
.1151. 
.1160. 
.2132. 
.8172. 
.3171. 
.1153. 
.5192. 
.5163. 
V2168. 
000.00 
OOOTOO 
,31 
,21 
,41 
,11 
,41 
9102 
6137 
9126 
3130 
8168 
4144 
3103.61 
9162.71 
7116.01 
3154.51 
00.0000 
OOJOOOO 
27.1261. 
48.9208'. 
39.7195. 
31.2219. 
70.5214. 
57.9218; 
28.4175, 
77.8250, 
39.8219, 
61". 4243, 
000 \ 
7000' * 
7180 
6168 
3190 
5182 
4181 
0160 
8170 
4218 
1194 
81"6 7 
.8221.3306 
.1188.3330 
.1192.7240 
.4200V9248 
.7198.0288 
.9189.5263 
.0172.9276 
.8234.6274 
.2206.7274 
.9205.8253'. 8220.4237 
.7263 
.8237 
.9195 
.0215 
.9263 
30 , Xi£> 
.5285 
.8284 
.7218 
.1231 
.6276 
;7247 
.1299 
.3273 
.3378 
.6361 
.2346 
.1281 
.1240 
.5229 
.6329 
.0250 
.9206 
9267.5272v2342.2306 
.5340.1309 
.6402.9297 
.1313.3228 
.1248, 
.7190, 
9261 
.2269 
.2251 
.5354 
.4305 
.9299 
.4244 
.7324 
.6324 
.6350 
.6271 
.6470 
.4421 
.0336 
.7369 
.5494 
.2474 
.5440 
.8437 
.2353 
.0382 
.0322 
.2405 
.9258 
.0341 
.1332 
.3361 
.9371 
.8302 
.1284 
.8396.4 
.4413.3 
.1297.5 
.6355.3 
.4413.3 
.7418.0 
.4406.2 
.9370.4 
.6318.8 
.9339.1 
3.3 
3.8 
3.9 
4.2 
3.5 
4.4 
4.0 
4.2 
3.7 
3.8 
4.8 
5.1 
5.0 
5.9 
5.8 
4.9 
5.4 
4.7 
4.6 
B<-4:  Sample BraKe Test Program File 
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